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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist, independent
corporate intelligence firm, headquartered in London. Collectively
our team has decades of experience in undertaking complex
investigations and intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty
languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over the last
three years, involving some 150 territories. Our client base includes
a broad range of leading international financial institutions, law
firms and multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial
crime, integrity and reputational risks, which can arise
from a lack of knowledge of counterparties or local
jurisdictions, enabling our clients to make better
informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with
anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and
other relevant financial crime legislation, such as
sanctions compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion
or sanctions risks. Our services support the onboarding, periodic or retrospective review of clients or
third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide
range of complex disputes and other contentious
matters, including complex cross-border asset tracing
claims, litigation support, internal investigations,
market intelligence, supply chain analysis and country
risk assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a
very broad range of public and proprietary data
sources, as well as a longstanding network of reliable,
informed local contacts, cultivated over decades,

who support us regularly in undertaking local enquiries
on a confidential and discreet basis. As a specialist
provider of corporate intelligence, we source
information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means
we avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect
larger organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and
respect for time constraints. We offer robust, costeffective solutions, providing our clients with work of
the highest quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you
would like to know more about Aperio’s services or
discuss how we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the May issue of the Financial Crime Digest. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month,
please sign up here. We are currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of
financial crime developments. If you would like more information please email info@aperiointelligence.com
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Queen’s Speech includes pledge to tackle
economic crime

'Xinjiang Police Files' reveal thousands of
images of detainees, "shoot-to-kill" police
protocols and officials instigating violence
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Glencore reaches $1bn settlements in Brazil
and US related to decade-long bribery
scheme

UK campaigners smell victory on economic
crime legal reform after Ukraine upends
status quo

DATES FOR THE DIARY
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15

June
OLAF launches Annual Report 2021

RUSI webinar North Korea's transnational
criminal activities

14
June

22

EU Commission consultation on digital euro and
the AML/CFT implications closes

UK FCA call for input on synthetic data usage to
promote financial services innovation closes
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ENFORCEMENT AND LITIGATION

Glencore reaches $1bn settlements in Brazil and
US related to decade-long bribery scheme

Prosecutors in Brazil and the US
announced on 24 May that Swissbased commodity trading giant
Glencore International AG and its
subsidiaries pleaded guilty to
corruption charges and will pay
over $1 billion in penalties
following five coordinated
resolutions. No details emerged
on the prosecution of individuals.
Concerning management
personnel, Bloomberg reported on
29 May that allegations made in
court documents against
unnamed officials focus on former
head of oil Alex Beard and former
head of copper Telis Mistakidis.
The two individuals either declined
to comment or did not offer their
view when contacted by the media
outlet.
According to Bloomberg, Beard fits
the description of an executive
who paid $14 million to an
intermediary, with prosecutors
saying that the director knew that
4

part of the money would be used

The civil monetary penalty nears

for corrupt purposes. Likewise,

$866 million, while the

Mistakidis reportedly resembles

disgorgement amount stands at

the description of an executive

approximately $321 million, with

who allegedly mentioned the need

both figures the highest in CFTC

for "political pressure" in the

history, according to the press

Democratic Republic of Congo and

release.

recommended the use of a
"reasonable amount of

The amount payable at the time by

ammunition", after which a

Glencore following all resolutions

payment of $500,000 was

is just over $1 billion by its own

executed.

calculations, due to credits and
offsets.

In Brazil, Glencore will pay close to
$40 million under an agreement

The UK Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

with the Public Prosecutor’s Office

simultaneously announced that it

(Ministério Público Federal, MPF).

has filed bribery charges against

The case concerns allegations of

subsidiary Glencore Energy (UK)

bribery involving officials at state-

Ltd and states that the company

owned oil company Petróleo

indicated in court that it will plead

Brasileiro SA. The investigation

guilty. The allegations include five

was part of Operation Car Wash

counts of bribery and two counts

(Operação Lava Jato).

of corporate failure to prevent
bribery. The sentencing date is set

The US Commodity Futures

for 21 June.

Trading Commission (CFTC)
announced in parallel the results of

The company is still facing

its own proceedings for violations

proceedings in the Netherlands

of the Commodity Exchange Act

and Switzerland, “with their timing

and Commission rules through

and outcome being uncertain”,

manipulation or attempted

reads a Glencore press release.

manipulation of four oil

The DOJ has agreed to offer up to

benchmarks and related futures

nearly $30 million in credit for

and swaps. The case ended in

payments following the resolution

settlement.

of the cases, but only if they end
within twelve months.
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Glencore announced in February

The illicit payments span countries

the DOJ, employees of Glencore

that it had set aside approximately

in Africa such as Cameroon, the

Ltd, a subsidiary based in

$1.5 billion for the expected

Democratic Republic of the Congo,

Connecticut, engaged in a

settlements, stating after the DOJ

Equatorial Guinea, and Nigeria, and

conspiracy to manipulate two S&P

announcement that, while the

South America, including Brazil

Global Platts benchmark price

penalty imposed by UK courts will

and Venezuela. The purpose of the

assessments for fuel oil products,

have to be determined, it does not

bribes was to bring Glencore and

between 2011 and mid-2019.

expect the total to differ from the

its subsidies advantages

Glencore Ltd is ordered to pay a

estimate.

concerning obtaining and retaining

fine of $341 million and forfeit

public contracts. The plea

$144.4 million. Out of the total,

agreement, which is subject to

$242 million will be credited

approval by the District Court for

against the CFTC resolution.

The DOJ announcement concerns
two different cases. In one of the
cases, the agreement stipulates
that Glencore has pleaded guilty to
one count of conspiracy to violate
the 1977 Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act (FCPA). According to US
prosecutors, the charge refers to
multiple payments amounting to
over $100 million made between
2007 and 2018 to intermediary
companies, with the aim of a
“significant proportion” being used
to bribe officials.

the Southern District of New York,
mentions a $428.5 million criminal

DOJ press release

fine and forfeiture of circa $272
million. The total sum includes
$136 million in credit for the SFO,
provided the proceedings are

Criminal information
Plea agreement

finalised within six months.

Statement of facts

The second case is the criminal

SFO press release

counterpart to the civil allegations
made by the CFTC. According to

MPF press release

Aperio Analysis by Adrian Ford
The US Department of Justice found that bribery and corruption had been a part of the corporate culture at
Glencore, extending to the highest levels of management who, according to court filings, were encouraged
to do "whatever it takes" to get deals done. Glencore's original founder, Marc Rich, was indicted in 1983 for
dealing with Iran whilst subject to international sanctions, and had a history of dealing with other
sanctioned jurisdictions such as South Africa under the apartheid regime. Rich was a fugitive of US justice
but was pardoned by former US President Bill Clinton on his last day in office. Rich's protégé, Ivan
Glasenberg, was in situ at Glencore as CEO during the time the alleged offences subject to the current
action occurred and likewise, the company's current top management continue to be drawn from the same
group of individuals. Whilst Kalidas Madhavpeddi, Chairman of Glencore, said "Glencore today is not the
company it was when the unacceptable practices behind this misconduct occurred", the DOJ has said its
remediation steps to date are "unproven and untested". Despite the scale of the financial penalty imposed
on Glencore, it is dwarfed by the company's operating cashflow which, for the period in which the alleged
offences occurred, totalled some $76.58 billion.

5
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ENRC wins in part bribery case against Dechert
and UK’s SFO

Mining giant Eurasian Natural

Specifically, acting principally

an investigation into ENRC’s

Resources Corporation Limited

through its then partner Gerrard,

activities in Africa. Particularly, it

(ENRC) on 16 May partially won

Dechert was retained to lead

regarded the prior acquisitions of

its High Court claim against

an investigation into some of the

three companies – Central African

international firm Dechert LLP

activities of ENRC Kazakhstan

Mining and Exploration Company

and its former head of white-

subsidiary SSGPO over the period

Plc (Camec), Camrose Resources

collar crime Neil Gerrard in

2021-March 2013. Following a

Ltd and Chambishi Metals Plc.

relation to the Serious Fraud

“highly damaging” news article

Office’s (SFO) ongoing

regarding ENRC published on 9

The ruling highlights that over the

investigation into allegations of

August 2011, based on leaked

period from October 2011 until 28

bribery and corruption.

documents, SFO’s Chief

March 2013, eight formal

Investigator Keith McCarthy

meetings took place between the

In a 386-page judgment following

addressed a letter to ENRC,

SFO, ENRC representatives and

a trial which took place between

inviting its representatives to

Gerrard, who was present in all

May and September 2021, Justice

discuss the company’s

cases. Additionally, 30 contacts,

David Waksman in the

governance and compliance

either at meetings or by telephone

Commercial Court in London

programmes. In its complaint,

were carried out between SFO

found that Gerrard acted with “bad

ENRC claimed that the leaks were

officials, including former SFO

faith opportunism” and repeatedly

instigated by Gerrard.

director Richard Alderman, former

and deliberately engaged in
“appalling” and “egregious”
conduct against the interest of his
own client.

interim head of the SFO Mark
As advised by Gerrard, ENRC
informed the SFO that it wishes to
engage with it, which prompted
the investigation by Dechert to
substantially expand to also cover

6

Thompson, and ex-SFO
investigator Dick Gould, and
Gerrard, with no ENRC
representative being present.
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On 25 April 2013, the SFO

some cases privileged information

professional integrity”. A Dechert

announced a criminal investigation

regarding ENRC.

spokesperson is reported to have

into ENRC focusing on allegations

said that the firm recognises “fully

of fraud, bribery and corruption in

Regarding the SFO, Justice

the seriousness of the judge’s

relation to its activities or those of

Waksman ruled that, through the

findings” in relation to Gerrard’s

its subsidiaries in Kazakhstan and

actions of Alderman, Thompson

conduct” and that it is “considering

Africa. The investigation is

and Gould, it was “in serious

the judgment to see what we

ongoing.

breach of its own duties” with

should learn from it”.

regard to 15 out of the 30 disputed
With respect to Gerrard, Justice

contacts, which included

A spokesperson for the SFO

Waksman found that he was

“engaging with and taking

reportedly said: “We welcome that

“indeed the instigator of all three

information from Gerrard which

the judge found against ENRC for

leaks to the press”, having

was plainly unauthorised and

the majority of its allegations

engaged with Alderman without

against his client’s interests”. Other

against the SFO. We are

authority prior to the August 2011

allegations, including leaking to

considering the implications of

article. Alderman is shown to have

press its decision to launch a

this lengthy and complex

subsequently informed Gerrard

criminal investigation before it had

judgment for the SFO and other

about the forthcoming SFO letter.

been made public and making use

law enforcement authorities”.

The judgment also finds Gerrard

of the confidential information on

was “in at least reckless breach of

ENRC “at least reckless as to its

Further steps in the litigation

duty” with respect to 22 of the 30

privileged nature”, were not upheld.

process will be required to decide

disputed contacts. In addition,

if ENRC is entitled to damages and

Gerrard was “negligent” in relation

In response to the judgment,

to eight other responsibilities,

Gerrard stated, according to

including failure to record in

Reuters, that “[a]fter over 30

writing his own advice, failing to

untainted years as a solicitor, I

protect ENRC in relation to

remain sure of the

privilege, particularly by sending to

appropriateness of my actions, of

SFO “a collection of papers”

my advice in relation to my former

containing confidential and in

client and of my personal and

in what amount.
Judgment
Executive summary of judgment
Reuters article

Goldman Sachs reaches nearly $80m
shareholder settlement over 1MDB failings
Goldman Sachs Group Inc senior

following a lawsuit relating to

The bank was accused by US

leadership filed on 13 May in the

allegations of poor banking

authorities and shareholders in the

US District Court for the Southern

supervision over the 1Malaysia

lawsuit, led by the Fulton County

District of New York a $79.5

Development Berhad (1MDB)

Employee’s Retirement System in

million settlement agreement

sovereign wealth fund scandal.

Fulton County, Georgia, of

reached with shareholders

7

assisting the sovereign wealth
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fund in the sale of $6.5 billion in

improve the institution’s

On 22 October 2020, Goldman

bonds and failing to observe

compliance programme. Changes

Sachs settled Foreign Corrupt

significant risk indicators during

will include increasing chief

Practices Act charges with the

the process. Roughly $4.5 billion of

compliance officer powers and

Department of Justice in the same

the total was lost in a corrupt

launching a direct line for

case, agreeing to pay more than

scheme which saw significant
bribery payouts to officials and
financial industry executives.
Under the agreement, which
awaits approval by a federal judge,
the bank’s insurers will pay the full
funds to Goldman Sachs under the

employees to make anonymous
tips. Goldman Sachs, joined by
CEO David Solomon and former
CEO Lloyd Blankfein as defendants
in the suit, neither accept nor deny
the allegations under the
agreement.

$2.9 billion. Former Goldman
Sachs Group managing director
Roger Ng was convicted in April of
conspiracy to launder billions of
dollars from 1MDB.
DOJ press release (8 April 202…
DOJ press release (22 October…

stipulation that it be used to

Moldova former president placed under house
arrest over corruption scandal
mail services, and the use of other
Dodon has been charged with one

communication instruments

count of “passive corruption, one

among the weaknesses of the

count of coordination of the

court ruling.

political party financing by an
organised criminal group, one

The prosecutors “consider that the

count of treason, and one count of

court has motivated its decision in

illicit enrichment”.

contradiction with the evidence
presented, relying on the defense

Moldovan anti-corruption

attorney’s subjective statements,

prosecutors requested the

that have not been tested in any

implementation of a pre-trial

way”. The appeal will be examined

detention for 30 days as a

in a court session expected to take

The Anti-Corruption Prosecutor’s

precautionary measure, arguing

place on 31 May.

Office of the Republic of Moldova

that the court ruling is not just, and

on 27 May appealed the 26 May

that it does not establish all the

ruling by the Chişinău court

restrictions required by the penal

placing former Moldovan

proceeding. Specifically, they cite

president, Igor Dodon, under

failures to restrict telephone

house arrest for thirty days.

conversations, access to regular

8

Moldovan Prosecutor press rel…
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UK FRC imposes sanctions on KPMG over RollsRoyce bribery scandal
Issues and the results of their

million adjusted for admissions

discussions with management

and early disposal to £3,375,000.

and others in the audit

Sykes also received a £150,000

documentation, but failed to do so”

fine adjusted to £112,500. Non-

in breach of the International

financial sanctions against both

Standards on Auditing (UK and

KPMG and Sykes include: (1) a

Ireland).

severe reprimand; and (2) a
declaration that the statutory audit

The UK’s Financial Reporting
Council (FRC) published on 24

Moreover, the two respondents are

report did not satisfy the relevant

May a final decision notice under

shown to have failed to record on

requirements. KPMG is also

the Audit Enforcement Procedure

the audit file the board meetings

required to commission a review

imposing sanctions against

Sykes had attended during which

by an external independent expert

KPMG Audit plc and audit

the payments had been discussed,

of the effectiveness of the firm’s

engagement partner Anthony

the information that he received in

policies, guidance and procedures

Sykes in relation to the statutory

relation to the payments, and the

for audit work in the area of an

audit of the consolidated

professional judgments he had

audited entity’s compliance with

financial statements of Rolls-

made based on that information.

laws and regulations.

year (FY) ending 31 December

They are also purported to have

The payments in question gave

2010.

wrongly decided that Rolls-Royce

rise to allegations of bribery and

had not infringed laws or

corruption which later formed two

According to the notice, KPMG

regulations and that the possible

of the 12 counts in a 2017

audited the financial statements of

effect on the FY2010 financial

Deferred Prosecution Agreement

Rolls-Royce between 1990 to

statements was not material.

with the Serious Fraud Office

2017. Sykes was the Statutory

Furthermore, Sykes allegedly

(SFO) and concerned false

Auditor for Rolls-Royce from 2008

instructed a manager to remove a

accounting and conspiracy to

to 2012 and signed, on behalf of

paragraph referring to the “Indian

corrupt. Under the agreement, the

Royce Group plc for the financial

KPMG, the FY2010 audit report. It
is shown that KPMG and Sykes
were aware by 11 June 2010 of
two sets of payments made by
Rolls-Royce to an Indian agent
which gave rise to suspicions
regarding non-compliance with
law and regulations. KPMG and
Sykes, the FRC notes, should have
“included a summary of the Indian

9

Issues” from the manager’s draft
of the board minute review. The
FRC adds that both KPMG and
Sykes failed to exercise a sufficient
degree of professional scepticism
regarding the information received
from their client.

company paid £497.25 million plus
interest, and a further £13 million
in costs. Of the £497.25 million,
£21 million related to the two
counts.
FRC final decision notice
FRC press release

Accordingly, the FRC imposed on
KPMG a financial sanction of £4.5

SFO press release (17 January…
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UK Court of Appeal rules in favour of HMRC in
disguised remuneration tax avoidance case
believed to allow” the employers to

make one) should show his or her

make payments through the EBT

liability to income tax on the

to Hoey “without deducting

employment income but should

income tax (or national insurance

then claim the PAYE amount

contributions) under the Income

deducted by the employer, as a

Tax (Pay As You Earn) Regulations

credit for the PAYE that has been

The UK Court of Appeal ruled on

2003” (the PAYE Regulations). The

paid” (PAYE credit).

13 May in favour of HM Revenue

arrangements were disclosed to

and Customs (HMRC) in the

HMRC; however, no income tax

The Court agrees that HMRC

Stephen Hoey and others v HMRC

was declared payable or paid by

lawfully exercised the power in

case concerning disguised

Hoey or the employers as part of

section 684(7A)(b) ITEPA to relieve

remuneration tax avoidance.

the payments of contributions into

the end users of liability. It also

the EBTs.

ruled that the income tax liability
must be paid by Hoey.

The judgment notes that Hoey
worked between April 2008 and

On the one hand, HMRC argued

Furthermore, it is stated that Hoey

April 2011 as an IT contractor in

that the contributions to the EBT

and the claimants “were given the

the UK for UK-based entities (the

were taxable as employment

opportunity to provide evidence

end users) under arrangements

income under the Income Tax

that the end users were aware of

with two offshore entities that

(Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003

the arrangements and/or the need

employed him (the employers).

(ITEPA). On the other hand, Hoey

to operate PAYE”.

Other taxpayers who participated

contended that the amounts paid

in the same or similar

by way of EBT contributions were

Nevertheless, the Court received

arrangements are also claimants,

“a component of remuneration for

“no such evidence”, according to

according to the judgment.

services provided in the

the judgment. Additionally, the

employment, and as such

ruling shows that no evidence

It is shown that the employers paid

constituted taxable employment

indicates that the employers were

most of Hoey’s remuneration into

income subject to deductions in

engaged in “any tax avoidance

employee benefit trusts (EBTs).

respect of PAYE”.

activity of their own”. “Rather, each
was fulfilling a pre-arranged role in

The trustees of the EBTs then
made regular interest free loans in

The Court found that the tax can

an equivalent amount to Hoey in

be collected directly from the

relation to the services he provided

employee “where a decision or

to the end users. In practice, the

direction to that effect is made”. It

judgment highlights, it was not

underlines that “where the

expected that the loans would

obligation to deduct or account

have to be repaid. Accordingly, the

remains on the employer (and is

arrangements “were part of a

not transferred) the employee’s

marketed tax avoidance scheme

self-assessment (if required to

10

a scheme designed to obtain tax
advantages for the UK taxpayers
who participated in the scheme”,
the Court found.
UK Court of Appeal judgment
UK government press release
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REPORTS

ECB financial stability report finds risks to
stability from unregulated crypto-assets
information presented to potential

liquidity in the event of major

consumers, no areas of recourse

volatility, the report states.

or consumer rights, complex
products, presence of fraud and

The paper further notes that EU

other illicit finance, such as money

regulation has yet to be agreed

laundering and ransomware, and

upon and thus remains several

market manipulation.

years away from taking effect if
passed. The ECB stresses the

The European Central Bank (ECB)
released its annual financial

Examining wider risks to financial

urgency of drawing crypto-assets

stability report on 25 May,

stability, the ECB notes that, while

into the European regulatory

including a special report finding

recent crypto volatility has caused

perimeter, applying adequate

financial stability risks in crypto-

significant bank default, the risks

supervision, and taking the

asset markets “if trends continue

of future defaults by financial

necessary steps to mitigate risks.

on this trajectory” and calling for

institutions linked to crypto-asset

the closure of regulatory and data

volatility is increasing. Beyond

Furthermore, although noting

gaps relating to crypto-assets.

volatility, financial institutions

several areas of known risk, the

could also be faced with potential

ECB adds that an absence of

The report states that potential

reputational risks for involvement

reliable and consistent data,

risks involve investor protection

with crypto, the ECB warns, which

coupled with the fact that much

efforts and preserving market

could be coupled with climate

crypto activity is unsupervised,

integrity, echoing warnings by EU

transition risks relating to the

makes a proper assessment of

supervisory authorities that

carbon consumption caused by

financial stability risks difficult. It

cryptocurrencies are both risky

cryptocurrency mining.

asserts that most crypto-asset
service provider publications can

and highly speculative. The
authors of the ECB paper add that

Unbacked crypto-assets, the ECB

not be viewed as reliable, also

most retail investors are not suited

states, can cause financial

noting that available regulatory

to making significant crypto

instability through wealth effects,

data is limited and does not

investments, as it could lead to

confidence effects, financial sector

provide a full picture.

substantial or total losses.

exposure, and replacement of
traditional payment methods with

Regarding consumer protection,

cryptocurrencies. None of these

the ECB lists five primary risks of

four channels have internal shock

concern, including misleading

absorbers to add significant

11

ECB press release
Financial stability report
Special report on crypto
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'Xinjiang Police Files' reveal thousands of
images of detainees, "shoot-to-kill" police
protocols and officials instigating violence

The Victims of Communism

camps including the special police

files. In a separate academic paper

Memorial Foundation (VOC)

units carrying military assault

and an opinion paper, Zenz

published on 24 May a report

weapons and being trained about

highlights several examples of

revealing a set of over 2,800

when to shoot, as well as

instructions on stringent measures

police photographs depicting

unretouched transcripts of

and death threats used by officials

incarcerated Uyghurs in Xinjiang,

messages and speeches by

such as ex-Xinjiang Communist

including women and children as

officials demanding persons from

Party chief Chen Quanguo, who

young as 15 years old, as part of

ethnic groups be treated like

described a “personal mission”

a cache of tens of thousands of

dangerous criminals and calling

assigned to him by President Xi

internal documents from within

for readily opening fire to stop

Jinping in his speeches.

Xinjiang police networks. The

escapees.

files show that Beijing considers

Specifically, in a 28 May 2017

“over two million” Uyghurs to be

Dr Adrian Zenz, an academic at

speech, Chen is shown to have

impacted by “extremist” religious

VOC, who has previously been

argued that when police make

thought, and are therefore

sanctioned by the Chinese

arrests in the PSB of Kizilsu

potential targets for "re-

government for his research on

Prefecture – an ethnic minority

education".

Xinjiang, states he has been

region in southern Xinjiang – they

contacted by an anonymous

should “arrest them as soon as

Dubbed the ‘Xinjiang Police Files’

source claiming to have hacked,

they see them” and “deal with them

by a consortium of media outlets

downloaded and decrypted the

as with serious criminal offenders”,

with which they were shared, the

documents from several police

by restraining and blindfolding

leaked documents detail security

computer servers in Xinjiang. Zenz

them, and “use ankle shackles if

instructions for re-education

analysed and authenticated the

needed”. According to cited

12
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internal police protocols,

access to all areas in Xinjiang

and aims to "enhance exchanges

blindfolds, handcuffs and shackles

including all detention facilities,

and cooperation between the two

are “mandatory” for any transfer

prisons, so-called vocational

sides and promote the

between facilities to hospital.

training centres and sites of

development of international

suspected forced labour”. The

human rights cause".

Furthermore, in a transcript of a 18

organisation urges Bachelet to

June 2018 speech by Chen in the

release a report on Xinjiang

UK Foreign Secretary Liz Truss

context of the visit of Zhao Kezhi,

outlining all available evidence on

stated that the UK remains

Chinese State Councilor and head

the “genocide and human rights

“committed to holding China to

of the national PSB, Chen is shown

abuses” perpetrated in the region,

account”, indicating the “shocking”

to have stated that “[i]f anyone

without omitting findings from the

evidence of “severe restrictions of

were to attempt to split even an

leaked documents.

freedom of religion, the separation

inch from Chinese soil, they would

of parents from their children,

be courting death”.On 9 July 2020,

Additionally, the foundation urges

forced birth control, and mass

the US government imposed

every international firm operating

incarceration”.

sanctions and visa restrictions

in or dealing with Xinjiang

under the Global Magnitsky Act

businesses to “fully extricate

A UK government spokesperson

against Chen, and three other

supply chains” from the region and

stated for the Financial Crime

officials, over alleged involvement

avoid any complicity in supporting

Digest that UK businesses "should

in the Uyghur genocide.

forced labour, highlighting that it is

take heed of the updated Overseas

“practically impossible” to operate

Business Risk (OBR) guidance on

The release of the files comes

in the region in accordance with

Xinjiang" to ensure adequate

amid United Nations Human

the UN Guiding Principles on

understanding of the human rights

Rights Commissioner Michelle

Business and Human Rights.

risks arising from Xinjiang

Bachelet’s six-day visit to Xinjiang,

sourcing. The spokesperson

which is the first visit by such an

In a regular press conference held

further noted that, based on the

official to China since 2005. Agnes

on the same day, the Chinese

January 2021 package of

Callamard, Amnesty International’s

Foreign Ministry Spokesperson

measures aimed at ensuring that

Secretary General states that the

Wang Wenbin stated that the leak

UK entities are not "complicit in the

“long-delayed” visit is a “critical

is “the latest example of the anti-

serious human rights violations"

opportunity to address human

China forces’ smearing of

perpetrated against Xinjiang

rights violations in the region”,

Xinjiang”. He further noted that the

minorities, the government is

warning that it will also be “a

“lies and rumors” cannot impact

"taking forward proposals to

running battle against Chinese

“the fact that Xinjiang enjoys

strengthen the law in this area".

government efforts to cover up the

peace and stability, its economy is

truth”.

thriving and its people live and

Xinjiang Police Files website

work in peace and contentment”.
VOC specifically recommends that

Answering a separate question,

the UN Commissioner visits the

Wenbin stated that UN

camps and facilities referenced in

Commissioner Bachelet's visit to

the files and demands “unhindered

China will "clarify misinformation",

13
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FATF mutual evaluation on France highlights
shortcomings in real estate, cash and virtual
assets sectors, indicates corruption threat

The Financial Action Task Force

FATF underlines that the

asset operators in France (ADAN),

(FATF) published on 17 May its

understanding of such risks by the

and the Prudential Control and

latest report on the mutual

French financial sector and its

Resolution Authority (ACPR) and

evaluation of France. It highlights

supervisors is “generally good”.

Financial Markets Authority (AMF)

an inadequate identification of

The regulator indicates a 93

Fintech Forum “to keep abreast of

money laundering (ML) cases in

percent conviction rate for TF

emerging risks in their sector”.

the course of high-risk predicate

prosecutions, highlighting that

However, the report notes that

offences investigations, the lack

French investigative and

there are currently 27 registered

of specialised investigators, as

intelligence authorities “collaborate

VASPs in France and warns that

well as the limited

effectively and in a structured

the risk assessment for the sector

implementation of client

manner”.

is “based mainly on the small

identification by payment and e-

number of providers […] and does

money service providers, and the

Even though “[t]he use of

not seem to consider the

insufficient risk-based anti-

electronic currencies remains low

possibility of foreign providers”,

money laundering and counter-

in France”, the FATF highlights that

which are not subject to the

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

registered virtual assets service

supervision and preventive

supervision at designated non-

providers (VASPs) have

measures applicable in France.

financial businesses and

demonstrated a well-developed

professions’ (DNFBPs) level.

understanding of the specific

Similarly, the FATF outlines that,

ML/TF risks, including anonymity

although the country’s last national

As a country facing a diverse

and traceability of transactions,

risk assessment (NRA) mentions

range of ML, terrorist financing

working closely with the trade

recently introduced measures to

(TF) and tax fraud threats, the

association representing virtual

14
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combat corruption, including the

publicity of information “limits

dedicated staff to combat ML,

Sapin 2 Law, its analysis

transparency efforts”.

especially in local investigation

and conclusions focus almost

departments, and for judicial

exclusively on the proceeds of

In terms of supervision, the FATF

corruption committed abroad,

underlines that the calculation of

without considering its

the amount of the financial

perpetration at national level.

penalties imposed by French

More generally, with respect to
assessing risk and applying a riskbased approach, the FATF notes
that France has certain
deficiencies arising from (1)
exemptions from specific due
diligence measures for certain
politically exposed persons (PEPs)
not justified by a low risk
assessment; (2) lacking a
requirement for DNFBPs to
document and update their risk
assessments, and to possess
mechanisms for informing the
competent authorities about these
assessments; and (3) lacking a
requirement for risk mitigation
policies, controls and procedures
to be approved by senior
management.

supervisors “considers more the
financial impact on the
professional rather than the
seriousness of the breach”. It
expresses concern that the time
taken by supervisory authorities to
forward cases to the National
Sanctions Commission (CNS) is
“often very long”, affecting the
effective implementation of
sanctions. Nevertheless, the report
notes that “the numerous outreach
activities organised by the
supervisory authorities have
contributed to raising awareness
about AML/CFT obligations”.

Areas for improvement
indicated by the FATF
include

In addition, the regulator stresses

Implementing the necessary

that the obligation to identify the

measures to increase all

beneficial owners (BOs) of

DNFBPs’ awareness of their

economic interest groupings

AML/CFT obligations,

(GIEs), associations, foundations

particularly regarding the

and endowment funds does not

understanding of the concept

apply to BOs in the FATF sense,

of BO, the identification of PEPs

highlighting a “lack of verification

and the scope of their

of information in registers or

obligation to submit suspicious

collection of information” and

transaction reports (STRs)

stressing that the insufficient

Increase the number of
specifically trained and

15

investigations
Ensuring that BO information
on associations, foundations
and endowment funds is
“accurate, up-to-date and made
available to the competent
authorities”, especially by
continuing to modernise the
national directory of
associations, taking measures
to verify the accuracy of
information and considering
the establishment of a register
for foundations and
endowment funds
Refine its analyses of the risks
associated with certain sectors
(real estate), activities (cash
and virtual assets), and threats
(corruption), with a more
detailed examination of the
available data in its next NRA
Simplifying the procedure for
referral to the CNS by the
competent authorities in order
to reduce the time required for
the implementation of
sanctions

FATF press release
FATF France MER
Executive summary
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TJN issues Financial Secrecy Index 2022, ranks
US the top enabler of wealth concealment

UK-based advocacy organisation

enabling banking secrecy,

(3) engaging in more reciprocal

anonymous shell company

automatic information exchange

ownership, anonymous real estate

of financial account information

ownership or other forms of

for tax purposes; and (4) clearly

financial secrecy, which in turn

regulating certain financial

enable money laundering, tax

gatekeeper professions in line with

evasion and the evasion of

international best practices, such

sanctions”.

as lawyers, trusts and company

Tax Justice Network (TJN)

service providers.

released on 17 May during a

During a keynote speech at the

webinar its Financial Secrecy

webinar, Congresswoman Carloyn

Highlighting that an estimated $10

Index 2022 which ranks the

B. Maloney, co-author of the

trillion is held offshore beyond the

United States the most secretive

Corporate Transparency Act (CTA),

rule of law by wealthy individuals

financial jurisdiction in the world.

said "the US simply cannot afford

through secretive arrangements,

The US is followed by

to slide backwards in the fight for

TJN calls on the G7 countries to

Switzerland, Singapore, Hong

financial transparency". She

commit to a global asset register

Kong, Luxembourg, Japan and

emphasised the necessity of

to “bring law and accountability to

Germany as the world’s largest

implementing the CTA as soon as

the trillions in lawless wealth”. TJN

enablers of financial

possible, indicating that for a

CEO Alex Cobham stated that “the

concealment.

successful implementation, the US

US, UK, Germany, Italy and Japan

must provide full funding of the

cut back that global progress [to

The comprehensive assessment

Financial Crimes Enforcement

curb the financial secrecy used by

of the secrecy of financial centres

Network (FinCEN). Once CTA is

Russian oligarchs, and also by tax

and the impact on global financial

implemented, FinCEN will maintain

evaders, corrupt politicians and

flows analyses a secrecy score

a central directory for reporting of

organised crime] by more than

measured by 20 key financial

beneficial ownership to “effectively

half”.

secrecy indicators (KFSI),

end the abuse of anonymous shell

including rules on transparency on

entities”.

ownership of companies, trusts

He called on the G7 to clarify
“where they stand in the fight

and foundations, public access to

The Index recommends a series of

against financial secrecy by

annual accounts, and compliance

reforms that US could take to

committing to a global asset

with anti-money laundering (AML)

reduce its haven status, including

register".

standards. According to the TJN, a

(1) ensuring greater transparency

higher rank on the Index “does not

to the $50 trillion US real estate

necessarily mean a jurisdiction

market; (2) introducing consistent

has more secretive laws”. It rather

AML due diligence and reporting

indicates that the jurisdiction

requirements to the $11 trillion US

“plays a bigger role globally in

private investment fund industry;

16

Specifically, the Index notes that
Germany increased its supply of
financial secrecy to the world by
36 percent, primarily due to the
underwhelming implementation of
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new transparency laws the country

UK supply of financial secrecy

passed in the run up to the

increased by 2 percent, due to the

2020 edition of the Index. In

fact that it does not currently

addition, following a greater

publish all First-tier Tribunal and

emphasis on transparency of

Upper Tribunal judgments.

Financial Secrecy Index webpa…
FACT Coalition press release
Tax Justice Network press rel…

court judgments by the Index, the

UK government-backed loan schemes left ‘open
goal’ for fraudsters, state MPs
The UK House of Commons

translating into approximately £4.9

The report underscores that the

Public Accounts Committee

billion in losses.

number of newly registered

(PAC) published on 18 May its

companies was 20 percent higher

report on the Department for

The latest PAC report highlights

in 2020-21 – the period in which

Business, Energy, and Industrial

that the Department, acting

the support schemes functioned –

Strategy’s (BEIS) annual report

through local authorities, managed

than in any of the previous five

and accounts. The MPs decried

seven grant schemes totalling

years. Yet the Department was

an “open goal [offered] to

nearly £22 billion but it estimated

unable to inform the committee

fraudsters and embezzlers”

levels of fraud and error for only

whether it sought information

through the government loans

half of the amount and remains

from Companies House on

and grants set up as a response

unsure of the level of the losses

formation trends, according to the

to the Covid-19 pandemic.

for the rest, according to the

document.

report. As of now, the
A separate reported released by

approximation puts the figure at

Former minister Theodore Agnew,

the same committee in late April

over £1 billion.

who resigned in January over the

called BEIS “complacent” in its

government’s failures to tackle

efforts to prevent fraud and error

The MPs ask that the BEIS

fraud, suggested that 1,000

losses in the Bounce Bank Loan

Department explain in its Treasury

companies that were not trading

Scheme. BEIS was also

Minute response how it plans to

at the onset of the pandemic

responsible for two additional

reduce the current exposure to

received state-backed loans,

business support plans, the

losses affecting the public coffers.

calling it a “schoolboy error”.

Coronavirus Business Interruption

Additionally, the PAC recommends

Loan Scheme, and the Coronavirus

that the Department detail by

The government’s response to the

Large Business Interruption Loan

September 2022 how it plans to

report is due by 18 July.

Scheme.

fully cooperate with local
authorities to deliver robust

The policies delivered over £79

estimates and how these

billion in state-backed credit, with

calculations will be used for

financial crime and mistakes

recovery efforts.
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PAC press release
PAC report
Inquiry documents
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Romania presents first ML/TF national risk
assessment
Laundering and Terrorism Financing Risks in
Romania” project funded under the EU Structural
Reform Support Programme 2017-2020 and
implemented by the CoE.

The Council of Europe (CoE) Economic Crime and
Cooperation Division (ECCD), in cooperation with
the European Commission Directorate General for
Structural Reform Support and Romanian
authorities hosted on 20 May a high-level event to
present Romania’s first money laundering and
terrorist financing (ML/TF) national risk assessment
(NRA).
According to a CoE press release, Romanian
representatives presented the main ML/TF threats
identified, including an overview of the security
context of Romania regarding the threat of terrorism,
as well as an overview of sector-specific ML/TF risks.
Relevant authorities were encouraged to continue the
development of an Action Plan on Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering the Financing of
Terrorism (AML/CFT), with concrete mitigation
measures for addressing the ML/TF risks identified in

The first draft of Romania’s
NRA was discussed in
December 2021 during an event
organised by the CoE ECCD.
The development of the
AML/CFT Action Plan was
launched in March, following
preliminary conclusions of the
draft NRA report.
Romania’s Financial Intelligence Unit Oficiul Național

de Prevenire și Combatere a Spălării Banilor (National
Office for Prevention and Control of Money
Laundering, ONPCSB) informed on 16 March that the
Romanian Government approved the establishment
of the Interinstitutional Council for combating ML/TF,
which is a decision-making structure for the process
of NRA.
CoE press release

the NRA.
CoE press release (23 March)

The NRA presentation was organised within the
framework of the “Money Laundering and Terrorism
Financing Risk Compliance: Implementing a National
Mechanism to Assess and Manage Money

18

CoE press release (14 December 2021)
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Eurojust report highlights nexus between
financial crime and core international crimes
for terrorist financing or sanctions violations. The
latter offence grew exponentially more visible in the
context of Russia’s late February invasion of Ukraine,
which has led to waves of international restrictive
measures being imposed.
According to the figures in the report, the number of
resolved or closed cases and of new investigations
has been slowly rising over the years between 2016
and 2021. Eurojust records an over 40 percent
increase in new cases, from 1,073 in 2016 to 1,547 in
2021.
A 23 May report published by Eurojust on the state
of enforcement against crimes against humanity,

Eurojust recommends that states be wary of

genocide, and war crimes underscores the

underestimating the deterrent effect of sanctions

importance of tackling linked crimes, such as

violations cases and ensure that legal persons can be

financial wrongdoing, illegal trade in natural

held accountable for these offences. The report notes

resources, and sanctions violations. According to

that that the recommendations are not new but

the document, such illegal acts are regularly

instead the document reflects on achievements and

“committed in the orbit of core international

shortcomings. After the publication, the Genocide

crimes”, as the abovementioned crimes are

Network Secretariat will launch a closed consultation

collectively known.

on an updated set of recommendations for the 2014
strategy to combat impunity for core international

The Eurojust report mentions the holistic approach in

crimes.

the context of striving for effective cooperation,
bringing together national authorities, lawmakers, law

“The enforcement of sanctions, and the prosecution

enforcement agencies, prosecutors, and financial and

of sanctions violations, is of paramount importance in

intelligence authorities in the public sector. The state

the fight against impunity”, the report argues.

bodies and officials should further cooperate with civil
society actors and international investigative and

Eurojust press release

judicial bodies, Eurojust recommends.
Eurojust report

Separately, the report welcomes recent prosecutorial
successes in holding corporate entities accountable

19
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EU Commission under-using anti-fraud tool
designed to protect public funds, audit finds
The European Court of Auditors

fraud, corruption, money

managers of EU counterparties.

(ECA) published on 23 May a

laundering, and tax evasion.

Additional suggestions include

special report which finds that

developing an EDES case

the EU Commission is not using

The exclusion mechanism, which

management system for simpler

its blacklisting tool effectively in

allows for the imposition of

overview, following-up OLAF and

order to protect public funds from

financial penalties, is the EU’s

EPPO recommendations, ensuring

fraud and corruption. At the end

equivalent to the World Bank

that counterparties in cases of

of 2020, only two out of the 448

Group’s debarment, with the report

indirect budgetary management

entities on the register, or around

noting that the international

fulfil their notification obligations,

0.4 percent, had been excluded

financial institution makes use of

and making better use of digital

due to suspected financial crime,

the tool significantly more often.

instruments.

with the largest majority being

According to the report, the same

blacklisted for bankruptcy.

holds true for the US federal

The Commission largely accepts

government’s blacklisting process.

the recommendations, noting

Blacklisting, officially known as the

however that it ostensibly does not

early detection and exclusion

In the EU’s case, responsibility for

rely solely on honour statements,

system (EDES), has been under

identifying the counterparties that

implementing ex-post safeguards.

the Commission’s management

could be subject to blacklisting is

The EU body plans to revise

since 2016 and covers around a

fragmented, with obligations

Regulation (EU, Euratom)

quarter of the EU budget under

potentially shared between a “large

2018/1046, known as the Financial

direct or indirect management by

number” of officials.

Regulation, by introducing powers

the bloc’s executive. The report

to target beneficial owners,

comes before a proposal, which

Additionally, EU-wide data sources,

affiliates, and natural persons with

the Commission states will be

such as information arising from

power of control management or

tabled in the first half of this year,

European Anti-Fraud Office (Office

representation. It also plans to

to expand the system.

européen de lutte antifraude,

introduce failure to cooperate in

OLAF) and European Public

investigations, audits or checks by

The anti-fraud mechanism is

Prosecutor's Office (EPPO)

EU enforcement bodies, taking

applicable to all contracts, grant

investigations, are underused, the

advantage of conflicts of interest,

agreements, prizes, financial

report highlights. Finally, the ECA

and incitement to hatred and

instruments, and expert

notes that the Commission relies

discrimination as exclusion

remunerations. It can be applied in

extensively on declarations of

grounds.

situations of bankruptcy, grave

honour by counterparties.

professional misconduct, tax

ECA press release

avoidance through shell

The ECA recommends that

companies, and involvement in

blacklisting prerogatives be

financial crime, which includes

extended to cover affiliates,
beneficial owners, and responsible

20

ECA special report
Commission response
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Turkey makes progress on beneficial ownership,
reporting rules for lawyers, states FATF report
information every quarter and within one month of
any change.
Moreover, the data provided is accessible to law
enforcement agencies and the country’s financial
intelligence unit. Nevertheless, while there has been a
“modest upward trend” on sanctions for noncompliance with AML/CFT obligations, the base
penalties are too low to be dissuasive, FATF finds.

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) published on
10 May a follow-up report on Turkey’s development
of its anti-money laundering and countering the
financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) framework. The
report finds that the country has addressed some of
the technical deficiencies regarding the reporting of
suspicious activity by lawyers, and beneficial
ownership transparency for legal persons, generally,
and trustees, in particular.
The second enhanced follow-up report finds that
designated non-financial businesses and professions
(DNFBPs) have more robust obligations for complying
with internal control requirements, including the
responsibility to carry out monitoring and controlling
activities and to adapt their conduct when dealing
with high-risk jurisdictions. Relatedly, lawyers are now
required to report suspicious activity and comply with
tipping off and confidentiality requirements.
The document highlights that Turkey carried out a
comprehensive ML/TF risk assessment in July 2021
covering all types of legal persons. The country
established a beneficial ownership registry with
requirements for corporate taxpayers to file

21

According to 2021 legal changes, lawyers and other
parties who engage with trustees are required to
maintain accurate and updated information under
penalty of sanctions. However, professional trustees
are not obliged to provide timely information to
relevant institutions and the sanctions for AML/CFT
failures are assessed as not discouraging by FATF.
Following the re-rating on formal compliance, FATF
states that Turkey is compliant on 12 out of 40
recommendations, largely compliant on 22, and
partially compliant with four. Turkey is assessed as
non-compliant on applying customer due diligence
requirements for DNFBPs in specific situations, and
on requiring financial institutions to develop AML/CFT
programmes.
The document underscores that FATF has not
assessed the effectiveness of Turkey’s AML/CFT
provisions.
FATF press release
Report
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LEGISLATION

US Treasury announces designations for links
with North Korea’s WMD programme,
sanctioned entities
Two Russia-based banks, JSC Far Eastern Bank and
PJSC Commercial Bank Sputnik, are also added to the
office’s specially designated nationals list. Far Eastern
Bank is accused of having supported North Korea’s
sanctioned state airline, Air Koryo, and other state
bodies, while Commercial Bank Sputnik is alleged to
have aided the designated and state-run foreign
exchange financial institution Foreign Trade Bank.
The US Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign

The actions aim to further incapacitate the Munitions

Assets Control (OFAC) announced on 27 May the

Industry Department (MID), an institution reportedly

designation of one individual, two financial

involved in the production of ballistic missiles and

institutions, and one company in relation to their

responsible for overseeing Pyongyang’s nuclear

alleged support for North Korea’s nuclear weapons

programme, and SANS. The latter was reportedly

programme and transactions with the country’s

renamed Academy of National Defense Science

national airline.

(ANDS) in early 2017, reverting to the name it had
been given in 1964 at its inauguration, the Yonhap

OFAC is designating Jong Yong Nam for allegedly

News Agency reported.

acting on behalf of the Second Academy of Natural
Sciences (SANS), an agency reportedly responsible

MID and SANS were designated in September 2010

for military development, and China-based Air Koryo

for their involvement in Pyongyang’s WMD

Trading Corp for purportedly being a vehicle for the

programme pursuant to EO 13382.

North Korean state to purchase dual-use goods and
electrical components. The Treasury draws attention
to Pyongyang’s continuous development of its
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) programme and
recent missile tests.

22

OFAC press release
OFAC notice
State Department press release (27 May 2022)
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EU legislators reach provisional agreement on
directive for high common level of cybersecurity
The Commission noted at the time

sanctions regimes across the

that in light of the increasing

member states, and strengthen

degree of digitalisation and

information sharing and

interconnectedness, as well as the

cooperation on cyber crisis

rising number of cyber malicious

management across Europe.

activities at EU and global level, the
NIS directive, which came into

Furthermore, the directive would

The Council of the European

force in 2016, would be updated to

also formally establish the

Union and the European

introduce a size-cap rule. The rule

European Cyber Crises Liaison

Parliament (EP) on 13 May

states “that all medium-sized and

Organisation Network (EU-

agreed on the provisional

large entities operating within the

CyCLONe), whose main

Directive on measures for a high

sectors or providing services

responsibilities would be to

common level of cybersecurity

covered by the directive will fall

support the coordinated

across the EU (NIS2), which

within its scope”.

management of large-scale
cybersecurity incidents. According

would replace the current
directive on security of network

Specifically, considering the

to the Commission’s proposal, EU-

and information systems (NIS).

growing interdependencies that

CyCLONe shall be composed of

The provisional agreement text is

are the result of an increasingly

the representatives of member

now subject to approval by the

cross-border and interdependent

states’ crisis management

Council and the EP and will be

network of service provision, NIS2

authorities, the Commission and

published at a later stage.

is designed to cover medium and

ENISA. Particularly, EU-CyCLONe

large entities from more sectors

would (1) increase the level of

A proposal for the NIS2 directive

that are critical for the economy

preparedness of the management

was adopted by the European

and society, including providers of

of large scale incidents and crises;

Commission on 16 December

public electronic communications

(2) coordinate large scale

2020 and aimed to address the

services, digital services, waste

incidents and crisis management

deficiencies of NIS.

management, manufacturing of

and support decision-making at

critical products, postal and

political level regarding such

“Cybersecurity was always

courier services and public

incidents; (3) develop a shared

essential to shield our economy

administration, both at central and

situational awareness of relevant

and our society against cyber

regional level.

cybersecurity events; and (4)
discuss national cybersecurity

threats; it is becoming critical as
we are moving further in the digital

According to a press release by

transition”, relatedly stated

the EU Council, NIS2 would also

Margaritis Schinas, Vice-President

aim to enhance cybersecurity

The EU Council notes that the text

for the European Commissioner

requirements, introduce more

of the Directive will be aligned with

for Promoting our European Way

stringent supervisory measures for

sector-specific legislation, in

of Life.

national authorities, align

23

incident and response plans.
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particular the regulation on digital

indicated that the Commission

transpose the provisions into their

operational resilience for the

“will complement this approach

national law.

financial sector (DORA) and the

with the upcoming Cyber

directive on the resilience of

Resilience Act that will ensure that

critical entities (CER). A provisional

digital products are also more

agreement on DORA was also

secure whenever they are used”.

reached on 11 May.
Member states will have 21
European Commissioner for the

months from the entry into force

Internal Market Thierry Breton

of the NIS2 Directive in which to

EU Council press release
EU Commission press release
Fact Sheet on NIS2

Canada bans Huawei and ZTE from 5G
networks, citing national security risks
intelligence sharing network of the US and
Commonwealth nations, that it would reduce
intelligence cooperation with countries utilising
Huawei technology given
the cybersecurity risks, according to the Wall Street

Journal. The State Department reportedly informed
the Journal that the US welcomes Canada’s decision.
Huawei has reportedly stated that it believes the
Canadian move to be “an unfortunate political
Canadian Innovation, Science, and Industry Minister

decision that has nothing to do with cyber security or

Francois-Philippe Champagne announced on 19

any of the technologies in question”, while ZTE has

May that Canada will ban Huawei Technologies Co

reportedly dubbed the announcement “highly

and ZTE Corp-sourced equipment from Canadian 5G

speculative”, adding that it rejects the premise of

networks, the same day the government concluded

Canada’s decision. Meanwhile, the Chinese embassy

a multi-year security review of the companies.

in Canada states that China will undertake its own
review of Canada’s decision and take appropriate

BCE Inc, Telus Corp, and any other Canadian

measures in response.

telecommunications corporations using Huawei and
ZTE technology must rid themselves of the Chinese

Innovation Minister statement

equipment by 2027 at their own cost, the same
deadline set by the UK in 2020.
The decision also follows pressure from the US, which
reportedly warned Canada, a member of the Five Eyes
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US BIS temporarily denies export privileges of
Rossiya Airlines
The US Department of

subject to the EAR, or from any

The order also establishes

Commerce’s Bureau of Industry

other activity subject to the EAR.

restrictions for third parties in

and Security (BIS) Assistant

Exceptions to said prohibitions

relation to Rossiya. Moreover, any

Secretary for Export Enforcement

relate to safety of flight and

other person, firm, corporation or

Matthew S. Axelrod issued on 20

situations authorised by BIS.

business organisation related to

May an order denying for a period

Rossiya by ownership, control,

of 180 days the export privileges

Rossiya’s majority shareholder is

position of responsibility, affiliation

under the Export Administration

Aeroflot Russian Airlines JSC, or

or other connection in the conduct

Regulations (EAR) of Russian

PJSC Aeroflot. The Russian

of trade or business may also be

airline Rossiya Airlines. Rossiya

government, through its Federal

made subject to the provisions of

and anyone acting for or on its

Agency for State Property

the order.

behalf are prohibited from

Management, is the majority

participating in any transaction

owner of Aeroflot.

involving any commodity,

According to a BIS press release,
temporary denial orders were

software or technology exported

The temporary deny is based on

previously issued for Aeroflot, Azur

or to be exported from the US

Rossiya’s alleged engagement in

Air, UTair and Aviastar. BIS informs

that is subject to the EAR.

conduct prohibited by the EAR

that it also publicly identified

following the imposition on 2

additional aircraft in likely violation

The order also prohibits them

March of a licence requirement for

of US export controls including a

from: (1) applying for, obtaining or

Russian owned/operated aircraft.

787 Dreamliner owned by Russian

using any license exception or

It is shown that Rossiya operated

oligarch Roman Abramovich. The

export control document; (2)

without authorisation multiple US-

787 Dreamliner is the second

carrying out negotiations

origin aircraft subject to the EAR

plane owned by Abramovich

concerning, or ordering, buying,

on flights into and out of Moscow

identified by BIS. The Bureau

receiving, using, selling, delivering,

and St Petersburg from/to the

highlights that its listing implies

storing, disposing of, forwarding,

United Arab Emirates and Israel.

that providing any form or service

transporting, financing, or

Said flights, under the EAR, would

to said aircraft subject to the EAR

otherwise servicing in any way, any

have required export or reexport

requires US government

transaction involving any item

licences from BIS. Axelrod further

authorisation.

exported or to be exported from

notes that “there are heightened

the US that is subject to the EAR;

concerns of future violations of the

(3) engaging in any other activity

EAR” in relation to potential

subject to the EAR; (4) benefitting

subsequent actions including

in any way from any transaction

refuelling, maintenance, repair, or

involving any item exported or to

the provision of spare parts or

be exported from the US that is

services.
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BIS temporary denial order
BIS press release
Federal Register entry
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UK government designates more Russian
airlines
business in a sector of strategic

accounts or hold any funds or

significance, the transport sector.

economic resources for the
designated entities; (2) freeze such

JSC Ural Airlines is described as

accounts, and other funds or

one of Russia’s largest airlines,

economic resources and any

which benefits from and supports

funds which are owned or

the government of Russia. JSC

controlled by the designated

The UK Office of Financial

Rossiya Airlines is also one of

entities; (3) refrain from dealing

Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)

Russia’s largest airlines and part of

with the funds or assets or making

issued on 19 May a notice

Aeroflot Group.

them available (directly or
indirectly) to said persons unless

sanctioning state-owned PJSC
Aeroflot, JSC Ural Airlines and

UK Foreign Secretary Liz Truss

licensed by the OFSI; (4) report any

JSC Rossiya Airlines under the

notes that the UK “will continue to

findings to OFSI; and (5)

Russia sanctions regime. The

target the Russian economy” as

provide any information

three designated entities are

long as Russia continues its

concerning the frozen assets of

subject to an asset freeze.

invasion of Ukraine. “We’ve already

the designated persons that OFSI

closed our airspace to Russian

may request.

According to the updated UK

airlines. Today we’re making sure

Sanctions List, as the largest

they can’t cash in their lucrative

airline in Russia and a

landing slots at our airports”, Truss

government-affiliated entity, PJSC

adds.

OFSI notice
UK list of asset freeze targets

Aeroflot is obtaining benefits from
and supporting the Russian

UK persons must: (1) check

government by carrying on

whether they maintain any

UK government press release

EU adds Hurras al-Din and leaders to terrorist
sanctions list
The EU Council decided on 30

ISIL/Da'esh and Al-Qaeda and

umbrella of Al-Qaeda and to have

May to add Syria-based Al-Qaeda

persons, groups, undertakings

been involved in the planning of

affiliated group Hurras al-Din, its

and entities associated with

external terrorist operations.

leader Faruq al-Suri, and its

them.

According to a press release,

religious leader Sami al-Aridi to

Hurras al-Din, al-Suri and al-Aridi

the list of those subject to

Hurras al-Din is shown to operate

have played a key role in

restrictive measures against

in the name and under the

promoting Al-Qaeda’s violent
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ideology and inciting terrorist acts

sanctioned a total of ten

in support of Al-Qaeda.

individuals and three groups.

Hurras al-Din and al-Suri are also
included on the US Specially

The group, as well as al-Suri and

The EU autonomously applies

Designated Nationals and Blocked

al-Aridi are now subject to an asset

sanctions to ISIL/Da'esh and Al-

Persons List.

freeze. The two leaders are also

Qaeda and persons and entities

subject to a travel ban. In addition,

associated or supporting them as

EU persons and entities are

from September 2016. Until then,

forbidden from making funds or

sanctions could only be applied to

economic resources available to

persons and entities listed by the

those listed. Following the latest

UN or by EU countries acting

designations, the EU has

individually.

Council implementing Regulati…
Council Decision (CFSP) 2022…
EU Council press release

US Treasury designates Hamas facilitators and
network of companies
The US Department of the

and Financial Crimes Elizabeth

Arabia, and Turkey, according to

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

Rosenberg stated during a visit to

the press release.

Assets Control (OFAC)

Israel that the actions are directed

announced on 24 May that it has

against companies and individuals

The companies placed under

designated four individuals and

used by Hamas to "conceal and

financial sanctions are Algeria-

six companies alleged to be used

launder funds" while the

based Sidar Company, Sudan-

by Gaza Strip’s de facto ruling

organisation is "destabilizing

based Agrogate Holding and Al

entity, Hamas, to obtain revenue.

Gaza". Hamas official Sami Abu

Rowad Real Estate Development,

Zuhri reportedly rejects the

Saudi-based Anda Company,

The sanctioned individuals include

charges which "come in the course

Turkey-based Trend GYO, and UAE-

Ahmed Sharif Abdallah Odeh, a

of siding with the Israeli

based Itqan Real Estate JSC, OFAC

Jordanian national formerly

occupation and spreading its false

informs. All designations are made

responsible for the international

allegations", according to Al

pursuant to Executive Order 13224

investment portfolio of Hamas’s

Jazeera.

and translate into an asset freeze.

who took over the leadership of

The Treasury has also designated

Hamas is classified as a terrorist

the revenue-generating body in

Abdallah Yusuf Faisal Sabri, a

organisation by Israel and allies

mid-2017, according to OFAC. The

Jordanian national who worked in

such as the UK and the US.

Investment Office ostensibly holds

Hamas’s Finance Ministry, and

assets valued at over $500 million,

Hisham Younis Yahia Qafisheh,

according to the Treasury.

who served as Ali’s deputy and

Investment Office, and Usama Ali,

managed four Hamas-controlled
Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury for Terrorist Financing
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companies based in Sudan, Saudi

OFAC press release
OFAC notice
State Department press release
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US bans consulting and company formation
services exports to Russia
applications will restrict Russia’s sources of revenue
and access to items that “could support its military
capabilities”.
The US additionally imposes further asset freezes.
Restrictive measures enacted pursuant to EO 14024
include the designations of 27 JSC Gazprombank
board members, among which chairman Andrey
Igorevich Akimov and state-owned oil giant PJSC
The US Treasury Department ’s Office of Foreign

Gazprom CEO Alexey Borisovich Miller, which had

Assets Control (OFAC) announced on 8 May its

been listed in April 2018 and are re-designated.

latest round of financial sanctions on Russia in
response to the February invasion of Ukraine. The

Other actions target eight current or recent members

announcement follows a virtual G7 summit which

of JSC Sberbank’s Executive Board, the state-owned

saw promises of a coal phase-out or ban.

JSC Moscow Industrial Bank and ten of its
subsidiaries, rifle producer Promtekhnologiya LLC,

The latest package of restrictive measures includes a

and the government-controlled media companies JSC

prohibition on providing professional services to

Channel One Russia, Television Station Russia-1, JSC

individuals located in Russia. The US seeks to prohibit

NTV Broadcasting Company.

sanctions evasion through the accounting, trust and
corporate formation, and management consulting

According to an unnamed senior administration

services sectors, which are now subject to an export,

official speaking on a background call with reporters,

reexport, sale, and direct or indirect supply, pursuant

the three Russian media outlets will not be able to

to Executive Order (EO) 14071.

profit from US advertising and will be cut off from the
supply of broadcast equipment and technology.

The ban, which comes into effect on 7 June, affects

Western companies accounted for “well above” $300

both persons and entities located in the US, and

million in advertising revenues for the stations in

American citizens, wherever they may be located.

2021, according to the official.

OFAC determines that EO 14024 allows for the
designation of actors operating in said sectors in

OFAC also publishes (1) General Licence (GL) 25A,

Russia.

authorising telecommunications and internet-based
communications transactions; (2) GL 33, allowing for

The White House reveals in a fact sheet published on

wind down of operations related to the media

the same day that it will act to impose additional

companies until 7 June; (3) GL 34, permitting

export controls targeting wood products, industrial

transactions necessary for the wind down of banned

engines, boilers, motors, fans, and bulldozers, among

professional services operations until 7 July; and (4)

others. According to the document, banning the

GL 35, authorising credit rating and auditing

export of products with industrial and commercial

transactions until 20 August.
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Along with the Treasury’s actions, the State

Oboronlogistika OOO, and OOO Fertoing, which

Department imposes visa restriction on

provides hydrographic surveys and technical support

approximately 2,600 members of Russia’s military and

for offshore oil and gas projects.

13 military officials from Belarus, pursuant to the
Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). Further actions

The Department finally announces a new visa

include a ban on entry imposed on Dzmitry

restriction policy under the INA which will target

Paulichenka, Yury Sivakov, and Viktar Sheiman, three

Russian military officials and Moscow-supported

Belarussian officials alleged to have been involved “in

officials believed to be involved in public corruption or

a gross violation of human rights”, pursuant to the

human rights abuses in Ukraine.

2022 Department of State, Foreign Operations, and
Related Programs Appropriations Act.

OFAC press release

The State Department also designates eight Russian

OFAC notice

shipping companies, which in total own or operate
nearly 70 vessels, including the Defence Ministry’s

EO 14071 determination

US Treasury renews PDVSA general licence
The US Department of the

safeguard personnel. Reuters

operations, contracts, or other

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

reports that the second largest oil

agreements” which were in effect

Assets Control (OFAC) published

company in the US tried to obtain

before 26 July 2019.

on 27 May General License (GL)

more lenient terms during

8J authorising certain

negotiations for the sanctions

The partial derogations to the

companies, including energy

regime exemptions. The GL terms

conditions of the Venezuela

giant Chevron Corp, to conduct

have remained unchanged since

Sanctions Regulations, which do

business with the state-owned

2020.

not allow for drilling, selling, or

Petróleos de Venezuela SA

transporting Venezuelan oil, are

(PDVSA), under specific

Halliburton Company,

conditions.

Schlumberger Ltd, Baker Hughes
Holdings LLC, and Weatherford

The renewal of the licence allows

International plc are also

Chevron and other companies to

authorised to continue operations

engage in transactions with

under the same conditions,

PDVSA and its subsidiaries in

concerning “the limited

order to maintain their assets and

maintenance of essential

29

valid until 1 December.
GL 8J
Reuters article
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SPECIAL FEATURE

UK campaigners smell victory on economic
crime legal reform after Ukraine upends status
quo
kleptocrats and organised

of Conservative politicians and

criminals to park their loot.

Chinese funding of Labour
politicians,” said Hodge.

In the three weeks following the
invasion Parliament passed an

In May the APPG launched a

initial Economic Crime Bill

manifesto containing a wish list

establishing a register for

for reform. Some legislative

After years of pushing for the UK

overseas entities and their

changes are more important to

to toughen up its economic crime

beneficial owners, reforming

campaigners than others, and they

laws, campaigners finally feel

unexplained wealth orders

are confident that they will secure

momentum going their way.

(UWOs), and changing the UK’s

changes to the UK’s corporate

sanctions laws.

register Companies House.

many felt that their pleas for more

But the bill was widely

A spokesperson in Hodge’s office

corporate transparency, tougher

acknowledged to have been

said her team were hoping to see a

law enforcement and effective

rushed through the legislature, and

bill within the next couple of

regulation were being ignored in

the government promised a follow-

months, and were feeling

government. But that was before

up piece of legislation, in particular

“optimistic, but not counting our

February when the war in Ukraine

to reform Companies House.

chickens yet. Conversations with

As recently as the start of 2022,

other members of Parliament and

began, experts told Financial

Crime Digest, which has driven the

Margaret Hodge, a Labour

peers have been going well, and

UK government to plug holes in

backbencher who has used her

the government seems very

the country’s financial crime

position at chair of the All-Party

receptive to ideas we have put on

defences after so many years of

Parliamentary Group on Anti-

the table.”

corrupt money flowing in from

Corruption and Responsible Tax to

places like Russia.

argue vociferously for reform, said

“There are things we are fairly

at a May Oxford University event

certain will be in the bill.

Public outcry over dirty money

that campaigners were “using

Companies House reform, certain

following the invasion was a

Ukraine to tackle the challenge. I

provisions for cryptocurrencies,

perfect hook for campaigners to

don’t apologise for it.”

and inter-bank data sharing,” the
spokesperson said, adding that

highlight potential reforms which
they say could boost the UK’s

“[Dirty money] has started to infect

Ukraine was “absolutely what has

reputation internationally and help

the public domain and politics. You

given this agenda impetus. It is

end its status as a destination for

see this a bit with Russian funding

tragic that it has taken a war on
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European soil to move this

criminal money laundering much

intentions, which they call “burner”

forward, but that is the case.”

harder.”

companies. At a recent online
panel, Barrow said that the

Campaigners would be keen to

He added that there had been a

companies “have no commercial

secure additional funding for law

fear in government that increasing

rationale - they are solely

enforcement agencies focused on

the cost of incorporation – which

containers for criminality. That’s

economic crime, which the

would be required to fund more

150,000 companies per year […]

spokesperson described as

robust verification checks on

being set up for non-commercial

“outgunned and outmanned” when

company information – would

and potentially criminal activity.”

faced with the legal teams of

deter genuine businesses from

wealthy kleptocrats and oligarchs.

incorporating in the UK, reducing

The APPG manifesto calls for HM

employment opportunities and tax

Treasury to increase public

revenues.

Corporate criminal liability reform
– a bridge too far?

spending to £300m in the current
spending review period between

Blake said that proper reform of

April 2022 and March 2023 to

the register will require identities of

match private sector funding

owners and directors to be

raised through the recently-

properly evidenced and formally

introduced Economic Crime Levy.

verified.

Companies House reform

“Ownership should be tracked

imminent

back to individuals, not simply to
another corporate entity, which

Two key voices pushing for reform

currently might easily be an

of Companies House have been

overseas one from a secrecy

financial crime compliance experts

location that obscures its

Graham Barrow and Ray Blake,

ownership, and in turn ownership

whose podcast The Dark Money

of the UK company,” he wrote.

Files exposes the failures and
absurdities of the UK’s corporate

“Personally I would love to see a

register.

new rule that any UK registration
must include one director with a

Blake told Financial Crime Digest

physical presence in the UK, but I

over email that international

don’t think this is likely to happen.

outrage over Ukraine “has thrust all

It would, however, give teeth to any

of this into something of a

legal sanctions for corporate

spotlight and the government feels

misdeeds, when currently there is

it cannot be seen to be facilitating

often nobody within UK

even indirectly the Russian war

jurisdictional reach when things go

machine. Of course, fixing

wrong.”

Companies House will have a
much wider positive impact than

Blake and Barrow estimate that

simply squeezing Putin’s finances,

20% of all company incorporations

in terms of making fraud and

have no legitimate business

31

While campaigners may be more
confident of securing Companies
House reform, the manifesto also
contains recommendations which
will be more politically
contentious. One such reform is to
the UK’s corporate criminal liability
regime.
Those pushing for reform call for
the UK Bribery Act's Section 7 to
be used as a model applied to
other economic crimes like fraud,
money laundering and false
accounting.
Corporate criminal liability in
England & Wales is subject to the
“identification doctrine”. A
prosecutor must prove that a
company’s “directing mind and
will” – in other words, its most
senior management – had the
requisite criminal intent. The
identification doctrine has been
interpreted narrowly by the courts,
as was seen in 2020 when a fraud
case brought against Barclays by
the SFO collapsed. Another way a
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corporation can be prosecuted for

relating to bribery and facilitation

However campaigners appear to

a criminal offence committed

of tax evasion, and that if

have secured a degree of support

by those acting on its behalf is

introduced it should be at least

from an influential lobby group in

through vicarious liability – but this

initially limited to a failure to

UK Finance, a trade association for

is generally used for regulatory

prevent fraud by a person

the UK banking and financial

offences that do not require proof

associated to a company, such as

services sector. In response to the

of mental fault.

an employee or agent.

government’s Queen’s

In early June, the Law Commission
published an options paper on
potential options for corporate
criminal liability reform. The paper
left campaigners in the APPG
disappointed with what they
described as "unambitious,
uninspired and insipid" proposals.
The options the Law Commission
proposed for reforming the
identification doctrine included
simply maintaining the status quo,
to the dismay of the APPG on anticorruption, which responded that
the body had "left the door open
for continued government stasis
on the issue, encouraging the
administration to carry on kicking
the can down the road".
One commissioner, professor
Sarah Green, said the options were
designed to strike a balance
between ensuring that the law
works well to punish corporate
entities when misconduct is
committed on their behalf, whilst
avoiding a new suite of
burdensome administrative
requirements for businesses".
The Law Commission concluded
that a broad offence of "failure to
prevent economic crime" would
overlap with existing offences
32

speech announcement,
Some experts doubt that the

UK Finance said the Economic

government will be willing to

Crime Bill would be a “key piece” of

entertain reform seen as anti-

legislation for the financial

business at a time when the

services sector. The Bill would be

country's economic outlook is so

“critical in helping to address

gloomy.

money laundering and the growth
in fraud and scams, which are now

London School of Economics

the most prevalent type of crime in

Professor Jeremy Horder, who

the UK. This Bill should focus on

was a Law Commissioner

measures that prevent fraud

between 2005-2010 and involved

happening in the first place and

in consultations over the Bribery

provide greater enforcement

Act, cast doubt on the campaign

powers to tackle those who

for sweeping reform. Horder told

commit economic crime,” the

Financial Crime Digest that the

group said.

Law Commission would likely be
scrambling to get its report out in
time for the Bill, but that it would
be difficult to secure a majority in
parliament for campaigners’
current demand for significant
changes to corporate criminal
liability. “It is a bit unlikely that the
government would run with a set
of reforms that affects every
company in the land, with further
regulatory burdens, when reform is
not related specifically to money
laundering. So, you might get
something more on money
laundering (such as an offence of
failing to prevent money
laundering), but I suspect not
much more. But who knows?
Febrile times,” he said.

When asked whether UK Finance
supported corporate criminal
liability reform as described in the
APPG manifesto, a spokesperson
told Financial Crime Digest that
the group has previously
responded to the Law
Commission’s review and is
waiting to see their
recommendations. “Provided it
avoids cutting across the existing
criminal and regulatory regime for
financial services, we see the
potential merit in reforming
corporate criminal liability,” the
spokesperson said.
Roger Hamilton-Martin, Financial
Services Journalist roger.hamilton-
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SPEECHES

Queen’s Speech includes pledge to tackle
economic crime
A bill on economic crime received royal assent on 15
March, becoming the Economic Crime (Transparency
and Enforcement) Act 2022. It reforms the
unexplained wealth order (UWO) mechanism and
creates a register of overseas entities and their
respective beneficial owners.
A briefing note published by the government later on
Tuesday provides further details on the envisioned
pieces of legislation.
The UK government set out its legislative priorities
on 10 May on the start of the 2022-23 parliamentary
session, which include reforms aimed at reducing
economic crime, according to a statement delivered
by Prince Charles in parliament.
The cabinet promises to tackle illegal transactions
and operations. “A bill will be brought forward to
further strengthen powers to tackle illicit finance,
reduce economic crime, and help businesses grow”,
Prince Charles stated.
Relatedly, the government aims to publish proposals
to establish an independent regulator of English
football. According to an April press release by the
Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, the
watchdog will oversee financial takeovers and
evaluate the fitness of club owners and directors.
Prince Charles further stated that the government will
“create new competition rules for digital markets and
the largest digital firms”, “strengthen the financial
services industry”, and tackle “criminal gangs
facilitating” channel crossings, which the cabinet
vows to prevent.
33

Building on the recently enacted legislation, a planned
economic crime and corporate transparency bill will
enable Companies House to verify information and
remove submitted data and will introduce identity
verification for owners and directors. The registrar of
companies could also benefit from more investigative
powers under the bill, according to the government.
The cabinet also plans to bring forth civil forfeiture
powers, with a focus on crypto-asset seizures. Finally,
the bill ostensibly addresses the lack of transparency
in limited partnerships by raising requirements.
A draft digital markets, competition and consumer bill
aims to protect consumers from “scams and rip-offs”
and will ostensibly empower the Competition and
Markets Authority to decide when violations of
consumer law occur and issue penalties. Additionally,
the government claims the bill will include capacity for
the Digital Markets Unit to designate big tech players
as having ‘strategic market status’, bringing about
anti-monopoly regulations.
On the online safety bill, the much-discussed law
addressing scams and fraud, the government
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reiterates that it will require social media platforms

would-be law are “cutting red tape” by substituting

and search engines to prevent fraudulent advertising

legacy EU law in the financial sector with new

from being hosted or published. The proposed act will

regulation and promoting investment in the capital

impose a duty of care on companies and establish the

markets by reforming current rules.

Office of Communications as an independent
regulator, with powers to issue fines as high as ten

DCMS Department press release (25 April 2022)

percent of “qualifying” annual global turnover.
Government’s response (25 April 2022)

Scams are also mentioned in the projected financial
services and markets bill in the context of additional

UK government press release (15 March 2022)

investor protections. Other purported aims of the

Crypto firms should be proactive in targeting
‘problematic’ customers, states FinCEN official
at Chainalysis Inc’s Links

protocols, the Treasury official

Conference in New York City,

addressed the different degrees of

Evangelista underlined that “too

centralisation within the sector.

often” VASPs ignore red flags and

Evangelista informed the audience

financial crime indicators and only

that FinCEN cases dealing with

end business relationships when

DeFi protocols have identified

criminal indictments or Treasury

instances in which there were

Department designations occur.

individuals who retained relevant
powers, creating compliance

Relatedly, FinCEN’s Associate
In a 19 May speech, US Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN) Associate Director of
the Enforcement and Compliance
Division Alessio Evangelista
underscored that virtual asset
service providers (VASPs) should
not wait for regulators to start
enforcement proceedings before
they tackle “problematic
companies”.
In his remarks delivered to
cryptocurrency industry members

34

obligations on their part.

Director emphasised that
companies should be “building

The official welcomed “responsible

compliance into the protocols” or

innovation” examples such as the

risk undermining the trust placed

development of protocols with

in crypto finance. Compliance

embedded customer due diligence

obligations, whether related to

and sanctions screening

sanctions enforcement or

mechanisms and geo-blocking

preventing crimes such as money

capabilities.

laundering or cybercrime, are key
to consumer protection and

FinCEN prepared remarks

implementing national security
priorities, Evangelista argued.
Responding to questions on
decentralised finance (DeFi)

Session recording
Conference agenda
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German Central Bank executive provides update
on digital euro
Member of the Executive Board

the relevant stakeholders including

Balz acknowledges that “a digital

of the Deutsche Bundesbank

banks and other payment service

euro would have to offer the

Burkhard Balz stated during the 4

providers, consumers, merchants,

highest privacy and data security

May virtual European Payments

other enterprises and authorities.

standards possible, while

Conference organised by

“We will pay particular attention to

still complying with the necessary

International Bankers Forum e.V.

ensuring access to a digital euro

regulation” on anti-

that a potential digital euro

for all citizens”, he states. “A

money laundering and the

“would offer a huge array of

smartphone wallet is one option.

financing of terrorism.

opportunities”. He notes that

However, we will also consider

central bank digital currencies

other means of access”.

(CBDC) bring “considerable

Nevertheless, it is “certain that a

challenges”, however he finds

digital euro would not replace euro

that there are ways to mitigate

banknotes and coins, but only

the associated risks.

supplement them”, according to
the Deutsche Bundesbank

Balz recalls that the European

executive.

Central Bank decided in July 2021
to set up a formal project on a

Additionally, Balz emphasises the

digital euro, which is currently at

importance of cooperating with

the investigation phase. Balz

the private sector. He notes that

explains that the current focus of

work is underway to make the

the project is on: (1) possible use

digital euro available within private

cases involving consumers,

payment solutions.

businesses, and potentially the
government and machines; (2)

Furthermore, focus groups are

functionalities and design choices;

shown to play a significant role in

(3) technical infrastructures; (4)

market research. Balz cites

interdependencies with the market

findings of focus groups noting

and the business options for

that participants “preferred

intermediaries; and (5) the legal

payment methods with a pan-

basis for a possible introduction.

European reach, high convenience
and universal acceptance in

Stressing that market acceptance

physical shops and online”. Privacy

“is key”, Balz notes that the

was also a concern.

Eurosystem is interacting with all

35

The Deutsche Bundesbank
executive recalls that the EU
Commission recently launched a
targeted consultation, and that a
legislative proposal will be
submitted by the beginning of
2023. He also states that the for
the Eurosystem digital euro project
a decision on a realisation phase
will be taken at the end of 2023.
“This realisation phase could take
three years and would include the
development and testing of
technical solutions and business
arrangements necessary for
actually issuing a digital euro”, Balz
underlined.
Burkhard Balz speech
European Central Bank press r…
EU consultation on a digital eu…
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UK FCA CEO discusses economic, geopolitical
and digital challenges to global markets in the
last 30 years
UK Financial Conduct Authority

analysts and scientists”. The FCA

customers”. However, if some data

(FCA) Chief Executive Nikhil Rathi

has also come together with the

is inaccurate or skewed,

stated during a 5 May Chartered

Competition and Markets

customers can easily be “unfairly

Institute for Securities &

Authority, the Information

profiled as high-risk and locked out

Investment (CISI) event that an

Commissioner’s Office and

of the market”.

enhanced infrastructure

communications regulator Ofcom

underpinning global markets

to form a Digital Regulation

Warning about screen sharing

ensured resilience and agility in

Cooperation Forum, explained

scams, Rathi notes that the FCA

the face of “an avalanche of

Rathi. The forum aims to build

released on the same day new

economic and geopolitical

digital regulatory skills across all

research showing that even “savvy

disruption” over the past 30

major UK regulators.

investors” can be deceived by

years. Rathi’s speech focused on

“increasingly sophisticated

transformation and digital

Technology and staff training,

tactics”. The research found that

challenges, environmental, social

Rathi added, are also key in the

nearly half of investors would fail

and governance (ESG), and

ESG sector. The FCA CEO stressed

to identify a screen sharing scam.

screen sharing scams.

the importance for this field to

The Authority has seen 2,014

“harness the value of AI for the

cases since July 2020. Over £25

Rathi noted that common

benefit of society at large”. In this

million was lost between 1

professional standards and codes

regard, Rathi recalled that the FCA

January 2021 and 31 March 2022.

are essential to the global markets’

and the Bank of England created in

Victims’ age ranges from 18 to

infrastructure. He underlined that

October 2020 the Artificial

over 70 years, according to the

the need for consistent standards

Intelligence Public-Private Forum

research. The FCA also launched a

has increased due to the

to further the dialogue between

ScamSmart campaign for screen

pandemic and the consequences

the public sector, the private sector

sharing which aims to tackle such

of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

and academia on AI. He

scams and direct investors to the

emphasised the need to maximise

FCA’s official warnings list.

On transformation, the FCA CEO

the benefits to consumers of tech

stated that “the lines between tech

while mitigating the risks. For

firms and financial services have

example, he explained that

become ever more blurred”. He

intelligent automation can reduce

added that the FCA is seeking to

operational costs, while “more

grow its expertise in the digital

accurate data can enable

field currently through a

personalisation and that can lead

“recruitment drive for data

to better deals for some

36

Digital Regulation Cooperation…
Artificial Intelligence Public-Pr…
FCA speech
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A record year for whistleblower programme in
2021, states US SEC Chair

US Securities and Exchange

approximately 1,700 open matters

as well –from 26,000 to 29,000 in

Commission (SEC) Chair Gary

[…]. Beyond that, more cases are

the past five years. Similarly, the

Gensler stated during a 17 May

being litigated and going to trial.

number of private funds managed

hearing before the US House

We expect the number of litigated

by registered investment advisers

Appropriations Committee’s

cases to continue to rise”, he

has increased since 2016 by 40

Subcommittee on Financial

added.

percent. At the same time, the

Services and General

amount of data that the SEC

Government that the SEC

The SEC Chair drew attention to

processes has increased by 20

awarded $564 million to 108

the “misconduct in emerging and

percent annually for each of the

whistleblowers in 2021,

new areas” such as complex

last two years, according to the

compared to 39 whistleblowers in

securities products, new financial

Chair.

2020.

technologies and crypto. Similarly,
Gensler highlighted the pandemic,

Gensler added that the number of

Gensler explained that the Office

the market volatility in early 2021

crypto tokens on the worldwide

of the Whistleblower received and

and the invasion of Ukraine as

market has gone up more than

processed over 12,000 tips,

posing new challenges.

tenfold since 2016. He

complaints, and referrals, in a

emphasised that the crypto

nearly threefold increase

Moreover, the Division of

marketplace is “highly volatile and

compared to the previous five

Examinations, which Gensler

speculative”. “The volatility in the

years. Moreover, in the last three

referred to as “the eyes and the

crypto markets in recent weeks

fiscal years the Division of

ears of the” SEC, is shown to be

highlights the risks to the investing

Enforcement opened inquiries and

conducting around 3,000 exams

public”, he noted.

investigations on 1,100 matters on

per year, compared with 2,427 in

average, according to Gensler. “At

2016. Gensler noted an increase in

any given time, we have

the number of registered entities
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Global tax enforcement chiefs commit to finding
innovative solutions to complex tax crime
The Joint Chiefs of Global Tax

transparency and collaboration are

Lee also adds that “we have a

Enforcement (J5) renewed on 13

essential to tackling tax fraud

good number of cases in our

May commitments to building on

which “is a perennial and

pipeline that we would never have

recent operational successes to

persistent threat to all our nations”.

without the work done at these

find innovative solutions to some

Challenges”.

of the most complicated tax

HMRC Fraud Investigation Service

crime matters, providing global

Director Simon York also notes

The summit also included a public-

leadership on collaboration

that the J5 has done “fantastically

private partnership event where

between tax authorities.

well to work virtually over the last

leaders from both sectors came

two years”. The summit, according

together to examine key threats to

The J5, comprising of the

to York, has enabled the tax chiefs

the international tax system. In

Australian Taxation Office (ATO),

“to significantly strengthen our

this regard, ATO Assistant

the Canada Revenue Agency

relationships and plan the next

Commissioner Brett Martin finds

(CRA), the Netherlands’ Fiscale

phase of this ground-breaking

that the summit “has highlighted

inlichtingen- en opsporingsdienst

alliance”.

the commitment working with a

(FIOD), the UK HM Revenue &

public-private partnership model”.

Customs (HMRC), and the US

The summit began with the fourth

The IRS-CI Chief further notes that

Internal Revenue Service Criminal

iteration of the J5 Challenge,

the J5 is “working with the biggest

Investigation (IRS-CI), met

bringing together investigators,

banks, establishing partnerships in

between 9 and 13 May for the

subject matter experts, and data

public and private industries, and

latest summit to share intelligence

scientists to analyse data and

putting criminals in jail - it is no

and coordinate efforts against

intelligence and produce real leads

longer conceptual, it is reality”.

international tax crime and money

for each country to investigate.

laundering.

This year’s Challenge focused on

CRA Director General Eric Ferron

nonfungible tokens (NFT) and

also emphasised Canada and the

The London summit marked four

decentralised exchanges. FIOD

J5 partners’ commitment to

years since the J5 group was

Chief and General Director Niels

addressing cross-border tax

established. UK Financial

Obbink notes that “investigating

evasion. Ferron adds that the

Secretary to the Treasury Lucy

crimes associated with

“work accomplished this week will

Frazer QC highlighted during the

decentralized finance and NFTs

go a long way towards expanding

event that “tax cheats flourish

may sound challenging”, however

our reach of tax enforcement”.

when we fail to work together.

he stresses that “it is essential to

Every scrap of information left

acknowledge the importance of

behind by fraudsters - in any one

these innovations and to address

of our jurisdictions - is a potential

this topic in the future” in order to

lead in the fight against global tax

“effectively combat these new

crime”. She added that unity,

forms of crime”. IRS-CI Chief Jim
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GUIDANCE

Wolfsberg Group publishes FAQs on negative
news screening for financial crime awareness
as the configuration of screening

determining the manner in which

systems, alert management and

NNS will operate. Other risk

associated governance.

factors that could be considered
include: (1) the products a

The Wolfsberg Group published
on 11 May a set of 29 frequently
asked questions (FAQs) on how
undertaking negative news
screening (NNS) and other forms
of adverse information may
enhance financial institutions’
(FI) awareness of potential
financial crime risks posed by
existing and future customers.
The FAQs, according to the Group,
aim to help FIs in setting out
standards related to: (1)
integrating NNS into a risk-based
approach to anti-money laundering
and countering terrorist financing;
(2) documenting a risk-based
approach to NNS considering the
legal and regulatory requirements
in the jurisdiction(s) in which the FI
operates; (3) ensuring that NNS
processes are effective and
efficient; and (4) providing
guidance on assessing the
reliability of NNS sources and the
materiality of NNS results as well
39

The focus of the FAQs is on the

customer uses; (2) the segment to

use of an automated screening

which the customer belongs; (3)

tool. However, the Wolfsberg

the geographies where the

Group notes that FIs that conduct

customer is based or to which

manual searches may still find the

they are linked; (4) the status of

document relevant.

the customer’s internal risk rating
or score; and (5) the inherent risks

The document explains that NN,

and financial crime threats

also known as adverse media,

applicable to the FI’s business

negative media or adverse news,

segments.

encompasses “information
available in the public domain

According to the paper, NNS is

which FIs would consider relevant

mainly conducted through content

to the management of Financial

published and accessed online. It

Crime risk”. When establishing

indicated that it is key for the FI to

NNS, FIs are recommended to

be cautious about the credibility of

firstly determine the risk

the media source, which could be

categories to screen, the types of

checked through the

crime or event in scope of NNS,

completeness, accuracy and

and secondly at which stage they

coverage of the source. Moreover,

wish to be alerted to the potential

the Group shows that internet

NN.

search engines may be used for
some aspects of NNS, however

The Wolfsberg Group further notes

FIs should be aware that said

that NNS should be focused on

engines are not designed for

customers and business

financial crime risk assessment

relationships, however FIs may

and consequently they “may

broaden the scope of NNS to

inadvertently de-prioritise

include vendors or third-party

information most relevant for this

suppliers. FIs are recommended to

purpose”.

consider the customer risk rating
or customer type when
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Additionally, FIs should distinguish

how FIs can manage alert

mechanisms; (3) the performance

financial crime related NN

processing by implementing “an

of the screening application by

from other NN that is not relevant.

initial operational level undertaking

determining the precision of

The Wolfsberg Group notes, for

high volumes of alert

screening and its hit rate; (4) the

example, that civil proceedings

investigations against an agreed

system input against returned

such as speeding fines may be

set of matching/discounting rules

matches to reconcile any missed

excluded from NNS. It further

and procedures”.

screening records; (5) the

shows that FIs can manage

screening population to certify that

effective NNS through a solution

FIs are also encouraged to

the total number of alerts

provided by an external

establish quality control and

generated matches the total of

vendor/supplier, a shared solution

quality assurance processes to

alerts worked on; and (6)

or a solution internally designed.

assess if alerts have been

adherence to policies, procedures,

evaluated appropriately and risk

and processes.

When NNS alerts are generated

managed in line with the FI’s risk

and meet the FI’s criteria for

appetite. Particularly, they should

investigation, the Group

assess: (1) the quality, accuracy

emphasises that it is important to

and completeness of records

have in place “a clearly defined

returned from screening; (2) the

end-to-end operating model and

adequacy of system risk

framework”. The paper describes

parameters and alert filtering

Wolfsberg FAQs
Wolfsberg press release

Aperio Analysis by Adrian Ford
The Wolfsberg Group FAQs on Negative News Screening (NNS) provides a helpful overview of the
considerations when carrying out media screening for negative news. It also illustrates that an effective
and scalable NNS process is challenging to achieve, for a variety of reasons including the availability of
reliable and objective information sources, the potential volume of material, issues relating to multiple
languages, transliterations or typographical errors. Often it is tempting to use traditional search engines to
carry out financial crime-related research, although as the Wolfsberg Group FAQs rightly point out, such
search engines were designed for a different purpose. Their inherent limitations therefore need to be wellunderstood to conduct effective NNS. Even more sophisticated, federated or proprietary database
research systems, whilst potentially more effective research tools for NNS, do not guarantee universal
coverage of all potentially relevant press and media materials. These solutions may represent a trade-off
between convenience and completeness, which can only be fully appreciated by seasoned researchers.
The availability of reliable information is also a growing issue. Whilst North America and Europe generally
still enjoy free and fair media, the same cannot be said of much of the rest of the world, which frequently
also represents countries at higher risk of financial crime. The absence of negative news may therefore not
be indicative of the absence of risk. Finally, as the Wolfsberg Group FAQs also recognise, disinformation is
an increasing threat. In addition to this, there may be a temptation for powerful and wealthy figures to
manipulate news and media through reputation laundering or whitewashing activities designed to
eliminate the sort of negative news likely to cause concern to regulated financial institutions. In those
cases, a risk-based approach suggests a need to go beyond the public record to fully appreciate the true
position.
40
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FINTRAC publishes advisory on underground
banking through unregistered MSBs
FINTRAC notes that underground banking is
important to diaspora communities because it
enables them to send and receive legitimate funds
overseas. However, it warns that informal value
transfer services are susceptible to misuse for ML/TF
purposes due to their versatility and global reach.
The paper outlines key characteristics of UMSBs
activity in Canada including: (1) the use of suspected
money mules – many of them international students
The Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) published on 5 May its
new sectoral and geographic advisory on
underground banking through unregistered money
services businesses (UMSBs). The advisory aims to
help businesses and Canadians better protect
themselves against illicit activities associated with
underground banking, and to facilitate the reporting
of suspicions of money laundering or terrorist
financing (ML/TF) to FINTRAC.
The paper highlights that the Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act
(PCMLTFA) and associated regulations establish
registration and other obligations for foreign and
domestic individuals and entities that are engaged in:
(1) foreign exchange dealing; (2) remitting or
transmitting funds by any means or through any
person, entity or electronic funds transfer network; (3)
issuing or redeeming money orders, traveller’s
cheques or other similar negotiable instruments
except for cheques payable to a named person or
entity; and (4) dealing in virtual currencies.
Consequently, conducting these activities without
registration could result in criminal or administrative
penalties, the advisory adds.

receiving wire transfers from individuals and entities
in China and Hong Kong; (2) frequent use of email
money transfers and international wire transfers; and
(3) the co-mingling of funds between various personal
and business accounts involving both registered and
UMSBs.
The advisory further explains the important role of
professional money launderers in facilitating
underground banking. Money launderers, according to
the paper, may include business owners, lawyers,
accountants or real estate agents. They are shown to
have specific “skills, knowledge and networks to
transfer or convert criminal proceeds via underground
banking and other illicit methods”. Techniques used
by money launderers include the use of money mules,
cuckoo smurfing, which uses the bank accounts of
unaware third parties to facilitate deposits of cash
derived from criminal activity, and co-mingling of
legitimate and illegitimate funds for example through
trade in goods.
FINTRAC recommends that businesses have proper
measures in place related to client identification and
beneficial ownership information, update such
information frequently, and ensure ongoing
monitoring of business relationships for high-risk
transactions and business relationships. Consumers

41
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should also exercise due diligence and deal only with

then $10,000), cheques and/or bank drafts, when

financial institutions and reputable registered MSBs.

there is little or no business activity aligning with
the stated business type

List of indicators includes

Accounts receiving high volumes of cheques from

Accounts being funded by a high volume of large
international wire transfers from general trading
companies and/or foreign currency exchanges
located in the United Arab Emirates, Hong Kong or
Qatar

MSBs, together with cash deposits from different
provinces, bank drafts and/or cheques from
multiple financial institutions where the
issuer/purchaser cannot be established
Funds being depleted through outgoing wire

Remitting companies with addresses that
correspond to a P.O. Box in major financial centres,
such as Dubai or Hong Kong

transfers, email money transfers, cheques and/or
bank drafts to self and/or related businesses at
different financial institutions and/or to third
parties including law firms, trusts and real estate

Transactions involving individuals or entities linked

companies

by media, law enforcement and/or intelligence
agencies to criminal activities

FINTRAC advisory

Accounts receiving a high volume of incoming

FINTRAC press release

email money transfers, over-the-counter third-party
cash deposits (usually structured in amounts less

UK FCA guide on reporting sanctions evasion
The UK Financial Conduct

its whistleblowing team. Specific

Relevant information on sanctions

Authority (FCA) published on 17

conditions are provided for

evasion should cover details

May a set of guidelines on

companies reporting issues within

about companies that have poor

reporting procedures in case of

their own firm. Any individual or

sanctions controls, suspected

actual or potential sanctions

entity sharing information with the

or actual breaches of the

evasion.

authorities on sanctions evasion is

sanctions regime, and any

required to meet the statutory

methods suspected to be

The FCA encourages citizens

legal requirements, in line with the

deployed by companies or

aware of potential or actual

2002 Proceeds of Crime Act or the

individuals purportedly breaching

sanctions evasion involving firms

2018 Sanctions and Anti-Money

the sanctions regime.

that are listed on the Financial

Laundering Act.

Services Register or on other

FCA press release

public registers, including firms
with UK listed securities, to inform
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US government bodies issue advisory on
countering the risk of hiring DPRK IT workers
The guidance highlights that DPRK IT teams are
“most commonly” hired through online platforms used
to advertise contracts that freelance IT developers
can bid on.
According to the guidance, DPRK dispatchers include
(1) the 313 General Bureau of the Munitions Industry
Department (MID) which controls the DPRK's
research and development and productions of
weapons and is a subordinate to the Korean Worker’s
The US Department of State, the US Department of
the Treasury, and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) issued on 16 May a joint advisory
identifying red flag indicators and due diligence
measures to assist “the international community,
the private sector, and the public” in countering the
risks associated with the “inadvertent or unwitting”
hiring of Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
(DPRK) information technology (IT) workers.
The advisory alleges that several DPRK entities are
dispatching DPRK IT workers subordinate to and
working on behalf of entities directly involved in the
country’s weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and
ballistic missile programmes, as well as its advanced
conventional weapons development and trade
sectors, in an effort to circumvent US and UN
sanctions.
State Department spokesperson Ned Price stresses
that hiring "DPRK IT workers poses many risks,
ranging from theft of intellectual property, data, and
funds to reputational harm and legal consequences”.
Related to the latter, the joint statement underlines
that companies that hire DPRK workers could face
legal penalties for violating sanctions.

Party; (2) the Ministry of Atomic Energy Industry, in
charge of day-to-day operation of the DPRK’s nuclear
weapons programme; (3) military entities subordinate
to the Ministry of Defense and Korea People’s Army;
and (4) the DPRK Education Commission’s Foreign
Trade Office and the Pyongyang Information
Technology Bureau of the Central Committee’s
Science and Education Department.
The US government bodies highlight as red flag
indicators, among others, (1) frequent transfers of
money through payment platforms, particularly to
China-based bank accounts, or requests for payment
in cryptocurrency; (2) multiple logins into one account
from various IP addresses associated with different
countries in a relatively short period of time; and (3)
frequent use of document templates for bidding
documents and project communication methods, as
well as extensive bidding on projects, with a low
number of accepted project bids.

Recommended due diligence measures
Closely scrutinising identity verification documents
against forgery, conducting a video interview, and
verifying that name spelling, nationality,
educational and work history and other details of a
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potential hire are consistent across the developer’s

Being vigilant of unauthorised, small-scale

freelance platform profiles

transactions that may be fraudulently conducted

Automatically flag for additional review the use of

by contracted workers

same or similar document templates, multiple
developer accounts receiving high ratings from a
single client, and accounts with high bidding rates
Avoiding payments in cryptocurrency and requiring
verification of banking information

Guidance on the DPRK Information Technology Wor…
Factsheet
Treasury Department North Korea Sanctions page

EBA outlines framework for deposits subject to
Russia and Belarus sanctions
The European Banking Authority

deposits from Russian or

entities or bodies established in

(EBA) released on 10 May a

Belarussian nationals or natural

Russia or Belarus. 27 May, 26

template for the annual reporting

persons residing in Russia or

February (for the Russia Economic

of information on deposits falling

Belarus, or legal persons, entities

Sanction Regulation) and 10

under the economic sanctions

or bodies established in Russia or

March (for the Belarus Sanction

against Russia and Belarus,

Belarus, if the total value of

Regulation) are indicated as

following a request by the EU

deposits of the natural or legal

reference dates for the first

Commission. The template can

person, entity or body per credit

reporting. Credit institutions must

be used on a voluntary basis by

institution exceeds €100,000.

provide as soon as possible

the relevant national competent

information on deposits exceeding

authorities responsible for the

EU regulations establish various

€100,000 held by Russian or

monitoring of sanctions

exemptions and derogations that

Belarusian nationals or natural

application, and by the EU

competent authorities responsible

persons residing in Russia or

Commission.

for monitoring of sanctions may

Belarus who have acquired the

authorise if they determine that

citizenship or residence rights in a

The template is not part of the

the acceptance of such a deposit

member state through an investor

EBA supervisory reporting

is compliant with the exemption

citizenship or residence scheme.

framework. Consequently, it will

provisions.

not be supported by any formal
tools or legal documents, and the

Credit institutions are required to

EBA will not be part of any data

provide to the national competent

collection and will not provide a

authority or to the Commission a

technical package for the template

list of deposits exceeding

and reporting process.

€100,000 held by Russian or
Belarusian nationals or natural

EU credit institutions are

persons residing in Russia or

prohibited from accepting any

Belarus, or by legal persons,
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

EU Commission seeks to make sanctions
violations a crime, proposes new rules on
confiscation
The decision is ultimately a matter for the European
Council, meaning that it needs unanimous support
from the EU's 27 member states.
The second proposal includes provisions that would
give urgent freezing prerogatives to Asset Recovery
Offices in order to ensure that offenders do not move
assets before an order is issued. The reform would
require EU countries to establish Asset Management
The European Commission unveiled on 25 May two

Offices to handle seized assets, with a specific view to

proposals concerning asset freezing and

ensuring that their value does not diminish

confiscation, which include plans to criminalise

significantly and that management costs are

sanctions violations across the bloc and give more

minimised, the Commission states.

powers to relevant authorities to tackle the
proceeds of crime, according to a press release.

The new confiscation framework aims, among other
objectives to ensure that assets can be confiscated

One of the proposals published by the Commission

without a conviction in specific situations such as the

aims to enshrine breaching EU restrictive measures

accused possessing immunity or passing away

as a criminal offence in all member states. Presently,

before the end of proceedings. The proposal would

violating sanctions is a crime in 12 states, an

also enable relevant authorities to confiscate

administrative offence in two countries, and can be

criminally linked unexplained wealth, while keeping

classified as either an administrative breach or

safeguards “to ensure that those affected by the

criminal act in the remaining 13 member states,

measures have effective remedies”, according to the

according to information published by the EU

EU Commission.

executive.
Commission press release

Currently, there exists the risk of ‘forum shopping’, the
Commission argues, a situation in which offenders try
to find the less severe regimes to make use of the
most lenient penalties. Acts that could be classified
as crimes include failure to freeze assets, engaging in
trade or transactions, or intentionally seeking to
circumvent restrictive measures.
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Lafarge SA reportedly facing charge of
complicity in crimes against humanity
crimes against humanity. A few

investigation highlighted

months earlier, LafargeHolcim

“significant errors in judgment that

announced that it had

are inconsistent with the

commenced the process of

applicable code of conduct”. After

reviewing allegations made in

the company revealed the findings

media reports. One day after the

of the investigation, Sherpa noted

complaint was lodged,

that the investigation “shouldn’t

Non-governmental organisations

LafargeHolcim stated that it

imply that only the Syrian

European Center for

“completely rejects the concept of

subsidiary is responsible for

Constitutional and Human Rights

financing of designated terrorist

arrangements with armed groups”.

(ECCHR) and Sherpa announced

groups” and that an internal

The NGO recalled that the parent

on 18 May that the Investigative

investigation was underway.

company held at that time 98.7

Chamber of the Paris Court of

The company provided in March

percent of LCS.

Appeals has confirmed a charge

2017 conclusions of the

of complicity in crimes against

investigation, which revealed that

In April 2017, LafargeHolcim’s

humanity against French cement

Lafarge’s subsidiary Lafarge

Board confirmed that remedial

group Lafarge SA. This is the first

Cement Syria (LCS) did provide

measures were to be implemented

time that a company, as a legal

“funds to third parties to work out

including the: (1) adoption of a

entity, is being charged with

arrangements with a number of”

more rigorous risk assessment

complicity in crimes against

armed groups that “controlled or

process focusing on high-risk third

humanity.

sought to control the areas around

parties; (2) introduction of a

the plant”. Among the armed

restricted party screening

It is alleged that Lafarge, which

groups were sanctioned parties,

programme and a new sanctions

merged in 2015 with Holcim Ltd,

LafargeHolcim stated. It also

and export control programme;

paid through its subsidiaries up to

showed that the aim of the

and (3) continuation of other

€13 million to several armed

payments was “to maintain

efforts from an external

groups including the Islamic State

operations and ensure safe

benchmarking exercise.

with the supposed aim of

passage of employees and

maintaining the operation of its

supplies to and from the plant”.

The company was indicted in June

Syrian cement factory in 2013 and

However, the investigation “could

2018. The Paris Court of Appeals,

2014.

not establish with certainty the

however, confirmed in November

ultimate recipients of funds

2019 only the charges of TF,

The two NGOs filed on 15

beyond those third parties

endangering people’s lives and

November 2016 together with 11

engaged”.

violating a trade embargo; it
rejected the charge of complicity

Syrian former Lafarge employees
a complaint against Lafarge for

LafargeHolcim underlined at the

alleged terrorism financing (TF)

time that the actions in Syria “were

and complicity in war crimes and

unacceptable” and that the
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Nevertheless, the Court of

alleged charges against Lafarge

Both ECCHR and Sherpa welcome

Appeals’ decision was overturned

SA are in stark contrast with

the Appeals Court’s confirmation.

in September 2021 by the Court of

everything that Holcim stands for

Mohammad, a former employee of

Cassation, France’s highest court,

as a company”. “The described

LCS and plaintiff in the case,

which, according to a Sherpa press

events concerning Lafarge SA

recalls in an ECCHR press release

release, ruled that “knowingly

were concealed from the Holcim

that “[f]or the sake of profits,

transferring millions of dollars to

Board at the time of the merger in

Lafarge put me and my

an organization whose sole

2015 and go completely against

colleagues’ lives at risk”. He adds

purpose is criminal is enough to

the values of our company”, Hess

that the court’s confirmation

characterize complicity”. The Court

added.

“brings us one step closer to

of Cassation reportedly found that

justice” and stresses the

Lafarge’s indictment for complicity

Following the confirmation of the

importance of showing “big

in crimes against humanity was

complicity in crimes against

corporations (…) that they can be

wrongly cancelled by the Paris

humanity charge by the Paris

held accountable, and that power

Court of Appeals, therefore

Court of Appeals, LafargeHolcim

and wealth do not allow them to

ordered the case to be sent back

stated that it will file an appeal, as

act without consequences”.

to the Appeals Court. The Court of

reported by Al Jazeera. “We firmly

Cassation also maintained the TF

believe that this offence should not

charges.

be held against Lafarge”, reads the

ECCHR press release
Sherpa press release

statement.
LafargeHolcim Board Chairman

LafargeHolcim press release (…

Beat Hess stated that “all the

UK NCSC took down over 2.5 million online
scams in 2021
removed were faux celebrity endorsements and fake
extortion emails.
The organisation claims that the results are due to
increased enforcement under its Active Cyber
Defence (ACD) programme, rather than an overall
surge in scams. The NCSC states that it has
expanded its services to tackle additional threats,
such as fraudulent celebrity endorsements, while the
The UK National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC)

public helped by flagging suspicious emails, text

announced on 10 May that it removed 2.7 million

messages, and webpages.

scams from the web in 2021, a fourfold increase
over 2020 levels and the highest figure on record.

The centre discloses that it addressed one instance of

The most common types of malicious content

impersonation using the name of NCSC chief Lindy
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Cameron. Other notable enforcement results include

threat information and enabling them to instantly

removing over 1,400 phishing attempts referencing

block fraudulent websites.

the National Health Service, 11 times more than in
2020, attributed to scammers attempting to deceive

The centre revealed the figures during the first day of

individuals regarding the Covid-19 vaccine rollout and

the 2022 CYBERUK conference, which will include

certification.

discussions addressing the Russian invasion of
Ukraine. More results are expected to be published in

In addition, through the ACD, 1.2 million domains

a report due “shortly”.

connected to the Flubot malware were blocked. The
Android malicious content was delivered through

NCSC press release

missed delivery scams, according to the NCSC. In an
11 May press release, the NCSC states that it
collaborated with private sector actors to share data,
allowing internet service providers access to real-time

NCSC press release (11 May 2022)
CYBERUK 2022 1st plenary recording

European Parliament votes on new measures to
reduce greenwashing
The European Parliament (EP)

bonds, while ensuring that green

published on 17 May new

bond issuers have established

MEP Paul Tang states that “the

measures to reduce

processes for the identification

European Green Bond Standard

greenwashing following the

and mitigation of adverse impacts

needs to be fully aligned with the

adoption of amendments

of their operations.

EU taxonomy for it to become the

designed to increase regulation
of the green bond market.

gold standard in the international
The proposal would also provide

green bond market”.

for increased monitoring, as
The proposed regulations cover all

external reviewers that monitor

The EP Economic and Monetary

bonds that are traded as green,

EuGBs would face fewer conflicts

Affairs Committee adopted the

including to secure alignment with

of interest. The proposed

amendments with 44 votes in

the taxonomy legislation on the

regulations would also establish

favour and 12 against.

use of proceeds linked to bond

stronger transparency

issuance. The new rules would

requirements for cases in which a

enable investors to compare

green bond issuer plans to link

European Green Bond Labels

proceeds to nuclear energy or

(EuGBs) with other existing green

fossil gas related projects.
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EU Parliament press release
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UK FCA publishes latest edition of Market Watch
newsletter
how to review or close surveillance alerts.
Furthermore, the FCA found that cases of “little or no
monitoring taking place”, with many firms applying
generic calibration across and within asset classes or
using vendor-supplied systems without
understanding how alert scenarios work.

The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
published on 17 May issue 69 of its newsletter on
market conduct and transaction reporting, Market
Watch. The issue details the FCA’s observations on
small and medium-seized firms’ arrangements for
market abuse surveillance, obligations related to
policies and procedures to counter risks associated
with a firm being used to facilitate financial crime,
as well as potential market abuse by firms’
employees.

The FCA warns that despite
organisational benefits of
outsourcing monitoring, such
practice can lead to “inadequate
knowledge of alert logic and
calibration, weak or no quality
assurance work on triaging
alerts and insufficient
management information”.

The FCA emphasises that some firms fail to properly
identify market abuse risks, with many of them
assessing only insider trading and market
manipulation, without considering other specific
categories, such as layering and spoofing, wash
trading and ramping. Moreover, some firms do not
consider how distinct types of business activity might
display different market abuse risks, while others fail
to consider the method of execution or the nature of
the platform where the trading occurs, as well as the
inherent risks in business areas with low trading
volumes.
The regulator underlines that while some firms have
“clear, detailed and up-to-date policies and
procedures” for monitoring market abuse, others are
“vague and have limited detail”, with no guidance on
49

Concurrently, the FCA warns that many firms task
front office personnel with responsabilities for
monitoring and mitigation, with limited or no
involvement from compliance departments, thus
raising risks that potentially suspicious activity “is not
consistently identified and escalated”. The regulator
calls on firms subject to Article 16 of the UK Market
Abuse Regulation to submit a suspicious transaction
and order report “without delay” in cases where they
have a reasonable suspicion that potential market
abuse practices are taking place.
FCA Market Watch Newsletter 69
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G7 Finance Ministers and Central Bank
Governors pledge Ukrainian support, agree on
crypto standards
The G7 Finance Ministers and

sector and state-owned enterprise

cryptocurrency-related risks to

Central Bank Governors issued a

support of $3.4 billion planned by

financial stability and welcomes

joint statement on 20 May

the European Bank for

international cooperation in

following their 18-20 May

Reconstruction and Development

addressing crypto-asset

meeting in Germany with the

and the International Finance

regulation. Furthermore, the G7

heads of the International

Corporation.

calls on the FSB to work with

Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank

international regulators in quickly

Group, Organisation for Economic

On digital payments, the group

implementing consistent and

Cooperation and Development

states that it remains committed

effective regulation to cover

(OECD), Financial Stability Board

to effectively implementing the

cryptocurrency issuers and crypto

(FSB), and Ukraine’s Prime

OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework

service providers. Such standards,

Minister and Finance Minister.

Two-Pillar Solution on

the group states, ought to follow

digitialisation and globalisation-

the same standards as the

The G7 financial chiefs emphasise

related tax challenges. The G7

financial sector at large.

unity in ensuring continued

Finance Ministers and Central

sanctions be leveled against

Bank Governors also note both

Specifically, the G7 urges the

Russia and Belarus and

opportunities and implications of

Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

commitment to combatting

central bank digital currencies

to implement the travel rule and

sanctions evasion and

(CBDCs) being used for payment

higher thresholds of disclosure

circumvention, underscoring

transactions, asserting that any

and regulatory reporting, to include

support for the Russian Elites,

CBDC ought to be “grounded in

reserve assets that back certain

Proxies, and Oligarchs Task Force.

transparency, the rule of law,

stablecoins. The group concludes

sound economic governance,

by stating that “no global

The group also pledges continued

cyber security, and data

stablecoin project should begin

commitment to Ukraine,

protection”. Jurisdictions

operation before it adequately

recognising urgent short-term

considering adopting CBDCs are

addresses relevant legal,

financing needs and noting the

advised to focus particularly on

regulatory, and oversight

mobilisation of $19.8 billion in

cross-border use and other

requirements”.

2022 budget support. The G7

international dimensions of the

finance ministers further welcome

payment system.

the European Commission’s
pledge of macro-financial

The G7 states that it supports

assistance and Ukrainian private

efforts by the FSB to respond to

50
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US Treasury publishes national counter illicit and
terrorist financing strategy
resourced supervision of certain

finalise real estate rulemaking to

financial entities and

address non-financed real estate

intermediaries, (3) weaknesses in

transactions by 2024.

foreign AML/CFT regulatory

The US Department of the
Treasury issued on 13 May the
2022 National Strategy for
Combatting Terrorist and Other
Illicit Financing, setting out
actions to strengthen the
country’s anti-money laundering
and counter financing of
terrorism (AML/CFT) regime and
address challenges prompted by
the Covid-19 pandemic, the
digitisation of financial services,
and the increase in fraud and
corruption cases.
According to the Treasury
Department, the strategy’s main
purpose is to address the key risks
identified in the 2022 National
Money Laundering, Terrorist
Financing, and Proliferation
Financing risk assessments
published in March. Key
challenges and
risks include: (1) weak or nonexistent reporting and disclosure
requirements for company
formation and non-financed real
estate transactions; (2) the lack of
comprehensive AML/CFT
requirements or under51

frameworks for virtual assets and

Separately, the Treasury

other risk areas and supervision of

Department aims to operationalise

foreign financial institutions more

the March 2022 pilot Kleptocracy

broadly, (4) occasional AML/CFT

Assets Recovery Rewards (KARR)

compliance deficiencies at US

programme, which will provide

financial institutions, and (5)

payments to qualified individuals

challenges in detecting and seizing

for information leading to the

illicit proceeds transferred in cash

identification and recovery of

and identifying complicit

stolen assets linked to foreign

merchants and professionals

government corruption held at US

facilitating illicit finance.

financial institutions.

The Department commits to
“closing legal and regulatory gaps”

Additionally, the strategy outlines

that enable malicious actors to

that the US government will further

move funds and purchase US

its work on enhancing the use of

assets anonymously, including by

artificial intelligence (AI) and data

(1) completing implementation of

analytics – including in innovative

the beneficial ownership

transaction monitoring systems

information (BOI) reporting and

and suspicious activity

collection framework envisioned
by the Corporate Transparency Act
(CTA); and (2) addressing the
misuse of real estate and the
uneven application of AML/CFT
obligations. On BOI, it aims to (1)
finalise regulations implementing
BOI reporting and access
requirements established in the
CTA and revising the existing
Customer Due Diligence Rule; and
(2) set out an operational
beneficial ownership registry, by
2024. Furthermore, the
Department states it will seek to

identification and reporting tools –
to “help banks and other financial
institutions more effectively and
efficiently identify and report illicit
financial activity”.
Significantly, the Department
states that it will notify relevant
agencies regarding "any pending,
proposed, or prospective
rulemakings" to address digital
asset illicit financing risks and will
prepare an action plan with
measures to be implemented to
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counter such risks within 120 days

enforcement partners, and

and Financial Crimes Elizabeth

of submission of the strategy.

facilitate further awareness raising

Rosenberg stated that closing

and engagement among key civil

loopholes and working efficiently

Moreover, it will include AML/CFT,

society groups and the private

national security and other

sector; (3) expand the use of anti-

implications of central bank digital

corruption sanctions; (4)

currencies in a report addressing

strengthen efforts to prevent

the future of money which is to be

corruption in public procurement

published in approximately four

and finance; and (5) successfully

months.

operate KARR and pay rewards to
individuals providing information

With regard to corruption, the
government plans to (1) continue
to target the proceeds of foreign
corruption that are used to
purchase US assets or that transit
through the US financial system;

that leads to the seizure or
forfeiture of the proceeds of
corruption in the US. A corruption
risk assessment is also expected
to be completed by December
2022.

(2) continue coordinating parallel

Assistant Secretary of the

action with foreign law

Treasury for Terrorist Financing

with international partners, as well
as leveraging “new technologies to
tackle the risks posed by
corruption” and the abuse of
virtual assets, are crucial elements
to the fight against illicit financial
activities threatening national
security.
US Treasury Department press…
2022 National Strategy for Co…
National Money Laundering Ri…

UK association urges parliament to grant FCA
powers to target fraudulent adverts
The UK’s Personal Investment

PIMFA Government Relations and

Empowering the FCA via Ofcom to

Management & Financial Advice

Policy Director Tim Fassam states

target fraudulent adverts, he adds,

Association (PIMFA) issued a

that under the bill’s current

would help mitigate risks

press release on 26 May urging

wording, Ofcom’s ability to ensure

of consumer harm. Fassam notes

MPs reviewing the Online Safety

it is adequately equipped to

that while he believes the bill offers

Bill to add an amendment which

identify breaches is unclear,

marked progress in the UK, it “is

would give the Financial Conduct

offering the London Capital and

not without its faults” and urges

Authority (FCA) power to direct

Finance collapse as an example of

amendments prioritising harms

Ofcom to take down fraudulent

failures by a regulated firm despite

posed by fraud.

advertising.

being under supervision.
PIFMA press release
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UK parliamentary fraud committee hears
evidence from social media companies
The House of Lords Committee

Government Affairs and Public

fraud through limiting direct

on the Fraud Act 2006 and Digital

Policy Manager Didi Denham of

messaging, banning the sending

Fraud on 19 and 23 May heard

Google pinpoints online

of certain outside links and QR

evidence from executives at eBay

advertising as an area that has

codes, putting in place counter-

Inc and Google Inc and TikTok,

been exploited by bad actors in

fraud policies, ensuring robust

Fluttr, and Meta Platforms, Inc,

recent years for the purpose of

content moderation, and

respectively.

committing fraud, with Google’s

coordinating with the Advertising

primary response being targeting

Standards Authority on media

The committee also published

and taking down fraudulent

literacy.

responses to its call for evidence,

adverts.

which included responses from

In written evidence submitted to

the Association of Police and

As of September 2021, she notes,

the committee, the FCA writes that

Crime Commissioners, Motion

Google requires any advertiser of

it welcomes the Online Safety Bill’s

Picture Association, BT Group, the

UK-based financial services to be

efforts to ensure that platforms

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA),

under FCA regulation, adding that

demonstrate processes to block

Communications Crime Strategy

the change has already yielded a

fraudulent advertising and state

Group, Just Group, and

significant impact.

that establishing a Codes of

Transpact.com.

Practice will be helpful in ensuring
Addressing the committee on 23

that only financial services

eBay Senior Director Will Semple

May, TikTok Government Affairs

regulated by the FCA or Prudential

informed the committee that the

Director and Public Policy Manager

Regulatory Authority can be

primary form of fraud his company

Elizabeth Kanter notes that an

advertised to UK consumers.

witnesses and responds to is

area of fraudulent exploitation on

account takeover (ATO) fraud, in

TikTok can be seen with

which customer identity is stolen
through the seizure of usernames
and passwords. This in turn leads
to either buyer or seller fraud.
Semple states that the company
regularly coordinates with the
National Crime Agency (NCA) and
US authorities and offers a money
back guarantee to protect
consumers from buyer fraud.

53

Fraud committee inquiry page

advertisers who place a different
landing page on their content
which takes users outside the app
to a site that may be host to
fraudulent activity. She notes that
the company banned over 10
million ads last year.
Kanter also states that the
company has adopted a fourpronged approach to countering

Fraud committee oral evidenc…
Fraud committee oral evidenc…
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CONSULTATIONS

Switzerland consults on foreign investment
screening
A press release notes that Switzerland places great
importance on being open to inward foreign
investment. Accordingly, even if screening is
introduced the country must remain attractive for
foreign investment. However, SECO expects a
weakening of international openness and
Switzerland’s attractiveness as a business location
following foreign investment screening. It also
expects high costs for the owners of potential target
companies. Nevertheless, “there are also clear
The Swiss Federal Council initiated on 18 May a

security benefits”. Consequently, SECO “cannot give a

consultation on legislation to screen foreign direct

clear recommendation for or against the introduction

investment in Switzerland following instructions

of investment screening”.

from the Parliament. The Federal Council advises
against introducing new legislation finding that the

The Federal Council highlights that the investment

cost/benefit ratio would be unfavourable and that

screening mechanism should be targeted, effective

the existing regulations are “sufficient”.

and keep administrative processes to a minimum.
The Council further stresses that the screening

The new investment screening legislation is shown to

regulations should: (1) be as transparent and

aim to prevent threats posed to public order and

predictable as possible; (2) provide a high degree of

security by foreign investors particularly those with

legal certainty and clearly defined responsibilities; (3)

ties to foreign governments. Additionally, the new

be compatible with Switzerland’s existing obligations

regulations will define in which critical areas all

under international law.

acquisitions by foreign investors must be authorised.
It is also underlined that small businesses are to be

The Federal Council proposed SECO as responsible

exempted from the screening process by setting a de

for conducting investment screening and coordinating

minimis threshold.

with the administrative bodies involved. Moreover, the
decision on whether to conduct a screening process

Notably, a State Secretariat for Economic Affairs

shall be made following consensus among the

(SECO) impact assessment underlines that

relevant administrative bodies, the press release

Switzerland already has instruments that can address

underlines. The consultation runs until 9 September.

risks associated with foreign investments. However,
the IT service, pharma and health technologies, the

Swiss Federal Council press release

defence and dual-use sectors are not sufficiently
protected.
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Draft law on foreign investment screening (in Germa…
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OECD consults on financial services exclusion
from taxation under Amount A of Pillar One
The Organisation for Economic

granting, investment, insurance,

remaining in-scope profits; if yes,

Cooperation and Development

mixed financial institutions, as well

(4) apply the nexus and revenue

(OECD) launched on 6 May a

as asset management firms, and

sourcing rules; (5) apply the profit

public consultation on the

RFI service entities.

allocation rules; (6) profits covered

Regulated Financial Services

by the exclusion are no longer

Exclusion under Amount A of

According to the OECD, Amount A

covered by the mechanism of

Pillar One, aiming to assist

of Pillar one introduces a new

taxation; and (7) file the necessary

members in further refining and

taxing right over a portion of the

documentation for administration

finalising the relevant rules. The

profit of large and highly profitable

and reporting purposes.

consultation ran until 20 May.

multinational enterprises (MNEs)
for jurisdictions in which goods or

This is the fifth in a series of public

services are supplied, or

consultations on the Pillar One

consumers are located.

Amount A Model Rules that the
OECD is expected to release over

The consultation document lists

the coming months. Previous

and describes the seven steps

consultations concerned nexus

MNE groups that qualify for the

and revenue, sourcing, tax base,

exclusion should follow to assess

scope and extractives.

the applicability of Amount A,
including (1) apply the general

A more detailed commentary on a

scope rules, including verifying if

number of technical items is also

the group has more than €20

expected to be released in due

billion of revenue and a profit

course.

margin above 10 percent; if yes, (2)
re-determine whether the €20

Specifically, the Regulated

billion of revenue is still met after

Financial Services Exclusion is

testing only the in-scope revenue;

intended to exclude from the

if so, (3) re-determine whether the

scope of Amount A the revenues

10 percent profitability threshold is

and profits from Regulated

met, by isolating the profits related

Financial Institutions (RFIs),

to Regulated Financial Services,

including depositary, mortgage

and testing the profit margin of the

55

In case the model rules are
adopted, the application of the
draft steps would have
significant implications for
companies that are in scope of
Amount A, impacting the amount
of profits to be re-allocated to
market jurisdictions and
prompting new compliance
requirements, including requiring a
new calculation of a tax base
separate from the entity-based
domestic tax base calculations.
OECD press release
Consultation Document
Responses
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UK Pensions Regulator issues updated
enforcement policy for consultation
sector pension schemes and

provide obstacles to

defined contribution pension

investigations.

schemes. The review process has
triggered the replacement of

The consultation document

several policies, including the

proposes new criminal offences

defined benefit funding regulatory

for avoidance of employer debt,

and enforcement policy, defined

conduct risking accrued scheme

The UK Pensions Regulator (TPR)

contributions compliance and

benefits, and failure to pay a

published for consultation on 4

enforcement policy, and the public

contribution notice. It also

May its latest consolidated draft

service pension schemes

establishes new penalty powers to

enforcement policy and updated

compliance and enforcement

impose fines of up to £1 million for

prosecution policy to support

policy, the TPR states.

providing false information to the
TPR and trustees and avoidance

entities involved in enforcement
actions, which includes the new

The new roles consolidate the

of employer debt.

powers granted to the regulator

TPR’s regulatory framework so it

by the Pensions Schemes Act

can collect evidence more

The consultation closes on 24

2021.

efficiently and manage incidents

June.

that could impact schemes,
The enforcement policy

including through the

complements previous policies for

implementation of sanctions

defined benefit, hybrid, public

against conduct that could

TPR enforcement policy
Enforcement and prosecution …

endanger members’ pensions or

EU Commission launches consultation on PSD2
and open finance
The European Commission (EC)

The review focuses on the costs

implement stronger customer

launched on 10 May a call for

and benefits related to the

authentication, the EC notes that

evidence, as part of its review of

implementation of PSD2, on the

new forms of payment fraud have

EU rules on payment services,

role of new market players, such

emerged, particularly relating to

designed to ascertain whether

as FinTechs, and on new forms of

online transactions. The call for

the revised Payment Services

payment fraud. While PSD2 is

evidence is open until 2 August.

Directive (PSD2) is “still fit for

deemed to have improved

purpose”.

payment security by requiring
payment services providers to

56

EU Commission press release
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PRESS AND MEDIA

Chinese developer reportedly laundered £71
million via Canadian real estate
The Organized Crime and

In 2014, Chinese prosecutors

estate developer” who had “paid a

Corruption Reporting Project

reportedly brought a corruption

huge amount of bribes to Gu” and

(OCCRP) and Toronto Star jointly

case against lieutenant general Gu

a “key figure” in the Gu bribery

published on 26 May a report on

for alleged abuses including selling

case. Chen’s lawyer Lorne

Chinese property developer Chen

military land in exchange for

Waldman reportedly states that

Runkai, previously Chen Zijun,

bribes. The general had allegedly

Chen “didn’t do anything wrong,

who is purported to have

accumulated properties and

doesn’t know the general, and was

transferred CAD114 million

possessions that exceeded his

involved in legitimate business

(roughly £71 million) allegedly

military salary, according to media

activities”. Waldman adds that

derived from corruption into

reports. Gu received a suspended

information coming from China

Canadian banks. The Chinese

death sentence which was

“cannot be trusted due to the

government reportedly seeks to

commuted later to life in prison.

country’s notoriously corrupt legal

arrest Chen on charges of bribery

system, which often uses evidence

for his alleged role in a major

OCCRP and Toronto Star reveal

corruption scandal involving

that Chen family’s wealth

senior military official Gu

purportedly stems from land deals

OCCRP and Toronto Star show

Junshan.

involving Gu. A 2014 anonymous

that money had begun being

open letter condemning Gu for

transferred into Chen family bank

Chen is shown to have entered

corruption allegedly describes

accounts in Canada since 2010.

Canada in 2006 under the federal

Chen paying bribes to Gu to

Money was sent through “offshore

government’s former Immigrant

acquire 100 hectares of land near

companies in tax havens and an

Investor Program. One year later,

a former military airport in

underground banking network of

he bought the first property for

Shanghai that was part of a

companies and Hong Kong

CAD2.3 million (around £1.4

project overseen by Gu. “During

currency exchanges”. By the end of

million) which he allegedly sold in

the course of the initial

2014, according to the report, over

2021 for more than double the

investigations into Gu, unidentified

CAD114 million (£71 million) were

amount. In 2012, OCCRP and

senior military officials allegedly

moved. Of the five major Canadian

Toronto Star note, Chen’s daughter,

tipped off Chen, who fled to

banks through which the money

named Chen Zhouren at that time,

Canada. President Xi Jinping then

moved, only UBS Bank (Canada) is

now Chen Hanying, bought a

ordered the issue of an arrest

purported to have filed a report

property for CAD14.7 million (£9.1

warrant, but to this day he has

flagging some of Chen’s 2011

million). It is reported that said

eluded authorities”, the letter

transactions as suspicious.

property is currently worth CAD19

showed.

million (almost £12 million).

The investigation highlights that
The report further notes that
Chinese media called Chen a “real
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in Canada. However, OCCRP and

expected to deliver its final report

Federal Court judgment regarding

Toronto Star reportedly uncovered

in June, does not name Chen in its

Chen’s daughter notes, according

that Chen appears in a money

case study, however OCCRP and

to OCCRP and Toronto Star, that

laundering (ML) case study by the

Toronto Star pieced together his

he faces charges including

Cullen Commission. The Cullen

and his family’s identities based on

“misrepresentation” to Canadian

Commission is a British Columbia

publicly available Chinese and

immigration authorities and

commission tasked with

Canadian documents.

“organized criminality”.

examining overseas ML in the
province and its links to sweeping

Chen and his daughter are

property prices. It is reported that

reportedly seeking to obtain

the Commission, which is

Canadian citizenship in court. A

OCCRP article

Barclays plc reportedly avoiding nearly £2bn in
UK tax through Luxembourg loophole
of Barclays’ operations, behind the

The bank reportedly informed the

US and UK. However, the bank has

Guardian that the fund

only 54 employees in Luxembourg,

management sale was not

compared to 10,000 in the US and

structured in a manner aimed at

46,000 in the UK. Since 2013, the

avoiding taxes but rather to ensure

Luxembourg business operations

simpler tax treatment and avoid

have reportedly netted £6.6 billion,

capital volatility.

The Guardian reportedly claimed

upon which Barclays paid £46

on 9 May that Barclays plc has

million in tax on the earnings,

MP Margaret Hodge informed the

avoided paying £1.8 billion in

representing roughly one percent

paper that she questions why the

taxes to the UK by registering the

of profits.

bank would set up major
operations in Luxembourg for any

profits from the sale of a fund
management company in

In a 2021 country report, the

reason other than tax avoidance

Luxembourg and subsequently

company states that its dividend

and whether the decision is

offsetting future profits against

income is not taxed pursuant to

harming UK interests.

the decreasing value of shares in

national law, while the company

the purchased company.

did not pay corporate tax that year

The Guardian article

because taxable profits were
The paper notes that Luxembourg

offset by previous years’ tax

is the third most profitable country

losses.
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KPMG reportedly faces £14.4m fine over
Carillion and Regenersis audits
meeting minutes and retroactively edited
spreadsheets, before sharing those documents with
the FRC. Audit junior Pratik Paw is further shown to
have acted without integrity, however not dishonestly.

Bloomberg notes that Ellison proposed a £400,000
fine for Meehan and for him to be excluded as a
qualified accountant for 15 years. Wright, Kitchen and
Bennett would be fined £100,000 each and excluded
for 12 years, and Paw is proposed to be excluded for
The UK Financial Reporting Council (FRC) confirmed
that KPMG LLP will pay a £14.4 million fine over
construction giant Carillion plc and software firm
Regenersis plc audits, Bloomberg reported on 12
May. The claims purportedly relate to a 2015 audit
of Regenersis, now known as Blancco Technology
Group Plc, and a 2017 audit of Carillion.
The FRC reportedly requested the tribunal that KPMG
be sanctioned as much as £20 million. The fine was
reduced however following the firm’s cooperation and
willingness to admit guilt, according to the Guardian.
KPMG also agreed to pay £4.3 million in costs, the

Financial Times informs.
The Financial Times further reports that Mark Ellison
QC representing the FRC stated that Peter Meehan,
KPMG’s partner who led the Carillion audit, and senior
managers Alistair Wright, Richard Kitchen and Adam
Bennett had “acted deliberately and dishonestly in the

four years and face a £50,000 fine. Bloomberg
informs that a decision concerning the final amount
will be delivered in the coming months.
“I am saddened that a small number of former
employees acted in such an inappropriate way, and it
is right that they - and KPMG - now face serious
regulatory sanctions as a result”, KPMG UK Chief
Executive Jon Holt reportedly stated. He is shown to
have expressed deep regret “that such serious
misconduct occurred in our firm. It was unjustifiable
and wrong. It was a violation of our processes and a
betrayal of our values”.
Stuart Smith, who was KPMG’s partner in charge of
the Regenersis audit, reached a confidential
settlement with the FRC in January.
Bloomberg article (requires subscription)
The Guardian article

creation of false documents and the making of false
representations” to the FRC. The Guardian reports
that the tribunal upheld the FRC’s allegations ruling
that KPMG and former employees created false
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Former Airbus unit allegedly paid £9.7m in
bribes to senior Saudi officials
Jeffrey Cook and John Mason,

Mason allegedly did “nothing

registered entity part-owned by

former managing director and

legitimate to justify the payments”.

Mason, which was then used to

financial officer of Airbus

bribe high-ranking Saudi officials.

subsidiary GPT Special Project

He also reportedly stated that the

Mason, who purportedly was

Management, are standing trial

aim was for GPT to receive

Simec’s finance officer, was “the

for alleged corrupt payments to

substantial contracts related to

one who received the money and

senior Saudi officials in return for

installing and maintaining

actioned the payments, who did

securing lucrative contracts for

communications equipment for

the accounting work and ensured

GPT, the Guardian reported on 5

the Saudi Arabian National Guard,

that the foreign officials and their

May. Cook is purported to have

according to the Financial Times.

intermediaries received their

also received kickbacks between

share”, the news outlet reports.

2007 and 2012 while working for

The Guardian adds that said

the UK Ministry of Defence

contracts were based on a 1970

Former MoD official Terence

(MoD).

agreement between the UK and

Dorothy was also purportedly

Saudi governments. In this regard,

charged with aiding and abetting

The two defendants allegedly

Heywood purportedly showed that

but was found to be “too unwell” to

made corrupt payments between

the MoD was responsible for

stand trial and is no longer being

2007 and 2012 to Prince Miteb bin

approving payments as part of the

prosecuted, according to the

Abdullah and seven other Saudi

agreement. Cook, who presumably

Financial Times.

officials and agents. GPT, a now

worked for the MoD for over 30

defunct unit of the European

years, was allegedly supporting

The Guardian notes that Cook and

aerospace group, as described by

the management of the military

Mason have pleaded not guilty. It

the Financial Times, was

contracts under the agreement in

adds that the UK Serious Fraud

supposedly involved in the arms

2006. In order to deflect attention

Office began its investigation in

deal between the British and Saudi

from the payments, Cook allegedly

2012 following information from

governments.

received kickbacks of “tens of

two whistleblowers. The trial

thousands of pounds”, as well as

opened before Southwark Crown

Mark Heywood QC accused Cook

three cars. Later, the defendant is

Court and is expected to last two

and Mason of portraying

reported to have become

months, according to the news

payments as being paid to

managing director of GPT in which

outlet.

individuals for advice and

capacity “he approved substantial

assistance on contract. However,

bribes”. Cook now faces a second

Heywood notes, the payments in

charge of misconduct in public

reality went to middlemen who

office between 2004 and 2008.

then passed them to senior
Saudis. He explained that the

The Financial Times, citing

payments were disguised through

Heywood, notes that GPT paid £4

opaque records and that Cook and

million a year to Simec, a foreign
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ESG

Environmental, Social and Governance Update

Welcome to the Environmental,

approach to invest at least 80

of sustainability-related terms in

Social and Governance (ESG)

percent of their assets’ value in

funds’ names, according to ESMA.

Update which gives you an

those areas, according to the SEC.

In addition, starting with 1 August

overview of important

The proposed changes require

all authorised fund managers are

developments in the sphere of

more funds to adopt an 80 percent

required to include sustainability

corporate sustainability over the

investment policy, by extending the

risks in their portfolio and risk

last month.

requirement to any fund name

management processes.

whose designation suggests that
SEC publishes rules to enhance

the fund is interested in a specific

ESMA will collaborate with

disclosures relating to ESG funds

investment area.

national authorities to promote
further supervisory alignment,

The US Securities and Exchange

ESMA issues guidance on

which may include updates to the

Commission (SEC) issued on 25

supervision of investment funds

guidelines after the SFDR RTS

May several amendments

with sustainability traits

comes into effect on 1 January

designed to enhance the

2023.

Investment Company Act “Names

The European Securities and

Rule” by addressing fund names

Markets Authority (ESMA) issued

ESMA releases report on costs

“that are likely to mislead investors

on 31 May a supervisory briefing

and performance of ESG funds

about a fund's investments and

designed to establish common

risks”.

supervisory criteria for national

The European Securities and

competent authorities tasked with

Markets Authority (ESMA)

The current Names Rule requires

supervising investment funds with

released on 23 May a study

registered investment firms whose

sustainability features. The

exploring the potential reasons

names imply a focus in a specific

guidance covers monitoring of

behind the relatively lower ongoing

type of investment to adopt an

fund documentation and the use

costs of environmental social and
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governance (ESG) funds

specific timeline has been set for

contribution to its climate and

compared to other funds, between

this goal yet. Other targets set on

energy targets, in addition to

April 2019 and September 2021.

this occasion relate to attaining a

collecting scientific evidence that

“highly decarbonised” road sector

supports the climate contribution

Major differences between the

by 2030, plans to double the

made by the EU’s agricultural

categories of funds consist in the

provision of climate finance to

policy.

fact that is ESG funds are more

developing states for transition by

oriented towards large cap stocks,

2025, and an agreement to align

BNY Mellon reaches $1.5 m

developed economies, and that

on definitions of near-zero-

settlement with SEC over ESG

sectoral exposures differ between

emission steel and cement

reporting allegation

ESG and non-ESG funds, the study

production to help decarbonise

highlights.

industry.

The US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) announced on

G7 commits to industry

Climate spending in the 2014-

23 May that it charged Bank of

decarbonisation

2020 EU budget overstated by at

New York Mellon Corp (BNY

least €72 billion

Mellon) for “material

The Group of Seven (G7) Climate,

misstatements and omissions” on

Energy and Environment ministers

The European Court of Auditors

Environmental, Social, and

announced on 27 May a set of

(ECA) announced on 30 May that

Governance (ESG) issues. The firm

commitments designed to

the EU reporting on climate

has agreed to pay a $1.5 million

accelerate the decarbonisation of

spending for the period between

penalty to settle the charges.

their economies and support

2014 and 2020 “was not always

global net zero goals. G7 ministers

relevant to climate action and

The SEC’s cease-and-desist order

reportedly committed to

climate reporting was overstated

alleges that, through several

significantly decarbonise energy

overall”, with the overstatement

statements released between July

grids by the middle of the next

amounting to at least €72 billion.

2018 and September 2021, BNY

decade and to support the

The EU has committed to

Mellon Investment Adviser Inc

development of low carbon

spending at least 20 percent of its

informed other unnamed firms

hydrogen, particularly in energy

2014-2020 budget on climate

considering investments for their

intensive sectors.

action, the ECA states in a special

own clients that investment

report.

decisions for undisclosed mutual

Key commitments include

funds had undergone ESG quality

achieving “predominantly

The court’s key recommendations

review. The Commission purports

decarbonised” electricity sectors

to the Commission for the 2021-

that “numerous investments” did

by 2035, with a phase-out of coal

2027 reporting period include

not have an assessment score at

power generation as a priority. No

linking the EU’s budgetary

the time of investment.
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Q&A

Q&A with Tom Stocks, Senior Investigator at
OCCRP

This month, Financial Crime

$8 billion in assets, and

This was happening on a global

Digest sat down with Tom Stocks,

compliance experts who reviewed

scale. One of the questions we

a Senior Investigator at the NGO

the findings said many of the

started with was – “Ok, we’ve

Organized Crime and Corruption

bank’s customers should have

found problematic clients, but can

Reporting Project (OCCRP).

been blocked by Credit Suisse’s

we attribute this to one bad office

Stocks was part of the OCCRP

compliance department.

or relationship manager at the

team that broke a series of

bank?” But the pattern that

stories in February 2022 based

Which Suisse Secrets stories

emerged was that this was

on leaked account data from

stick out to you as particularly

happening all around the world.

Credit Suisse, revealing that the

striking or significant?

bank had “catered to dozens of

That’s just what the data told us.

criminals, dictators, intelligence

The main finding from the

We’re talking about billions and

officials, sanctioned parties and

investigation is that Credit Suisse

billions of Swiss francs, and

political actors with outsized

banked dozens of problematic

countries with high levels of

wealth.” The investigation, known

clients for many years, including

corruption – people whose source

as Suisse Secrets, was done in

politically exposed persons (PEPs),

of wealth could be from suspect

conjunction with Sueddeutsche

criminals, money launderers,

sources, given their roles as PEPs.

Zeitung and numerous global

people linked to human rights

media partners.

abuses and torture, financial

One example is Edward Seidel. He

criminals. It banked them, in some

was head of Siemens in Nigeria.

OCCRP said the accounts

cases, when their misdeeds were

He was well-linked to a massive

identified by journalists as

already known about in the public

corruption and bribery scandal

“potentially problematic” held over

sphere.
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through which Siemens had won

some of whom ended up in

banking secrecy law. This applies

contracts in Nigeria. That was

Guantanamo Bay. He held millions

to regulated financial sector

established in a Munich court in

of Swiss francs, and this was

employees but also potentially to

the late 2000s. He was banking

someone working as a public

journalists and other civil society

with Credit Suisse for many years

servant in a developing country,

actors. Article 47 of Switzerland's

while that was going on – and

essentially.

Banking Act makes it a criminal

some of his accounts remained

offence to disclose information

open until well after this was

The country where we saw the

about a bank’s clients, even if it is

established.

most problematic clients was

in the public interest.

Venezuela, both for the quantity of
It’s people like that who we were

clients and the amount of money,

Those violating this law can be

very interested in – how was it that

including money that has been

imprisoned for up to three years,

either a PEP or someone linked to

linked to various corruption and

or five if they are deemed to have

a major scandal could not only

laundering schemes. There are

enriched themselves from the

have these accounts in the first

more than a dozen people who

disclosure.

place, but also continue to

worked in the structures of PDVSA,

maintain them after this had come

the state oil company, or in the

After the publication of Suisse

to light?

Venezuelan government, who held

Secrets, there was a vote in the

millions of Swiss francs at Credit

Swiss parliament over whether to

Another was Abdul Khalim

Suisse. Many of them have been

reform the law. That did not pass

Khaddam. For over 30 years, he

subsequently accused or

– a missed opportunity. It could be

was the number two in Syria under

convicted of money laundering

a long time before we have

Hafez Assad – a well-known brutal

and crimes associated with

another leak of this scale and from

dictatorship. He had accounts with

extracting wealth from Venezuelan

a bank of such centrality to the

just under 90 million Swiss francs,

state coffers and spiriting it

Swiss – and even global –

which were open for many years.

abroad. This was a significant

financial system. It takes these

Officially, he wasn’t engaged in

finding, because it’s still not known

sorts of moments to force these

business, he wasn’t an oligarch. He

where a lot of the PDVSA money

consultations and decisions. It’s a

was a government minister for 30

went. Venezuela in the past few

real missed opportunity – the

years. You have to look at that

years has been living in a

criminal liability on regulated

enormous wealth and wonder,

humanitarian crisis, there has been

professionals and journalists is

where is it coming from?

a mass exodus of citizens

disproportionate and problematic.

because there are no jobs, no

If you work in a Swiss bank and

Omar Suleiman was another. He

money, no access to medicine. Yet

uncover that your employer is

was head of Egypt’s intelligence

it is one of the most oil-rich

helping a criminal, a money

service under Mubarak. There

countries in the world, but

launderer, a dictator, keep their

were well-established reports

simultaneously one of the poorest.

money safely stashed in

about the role of Egypt during the

Switzerland – you don’t have a

2000s especially, but even earlier

What has emerged from the

safe mechanism to report that and

in the 1990s, in supporting US

investigation in terms of

make it known outside of your

rendition. Suleiman was head of

consequences?

organisation. Meaning that

one of the key intelligence services

essentially you are forced into

in the Middle East used to render

One of the main issues we

silence, you are muzzled from

and torture terrorism suspects,

encountered was with the Swiss

divulging information that you
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might think the public has a right

and the risk of criminal liability for

analysed. And then we have wikis,

to know about.

working on a project like this is too

another data portal where we can

great for us.” They respectfully

collaborate on storing information

That’s always the litmus test we

declined to participate for that

and discussion. And we have

apply to these cases – is it in the

reason. That’s a great shame, and

secure encrypted communication

public interest for people to know

it’s shocking and scandalous that

chats.

about this. There are thousands of

the leading Swiss investigative

people in this data who we didn’t

media organisations were unable

Overall, there was a culture of

report on and never will. They

to participate in one of the biggest

sharing and collaboration. There

might be wealthy, successful

Swiss-focused cross-border

was a set deadline when we would

businesspeople who have a right

collaborative investigations in

publish, stories were embargoed

to a bank account. We are not

recent years, and were unable to

before that point. Generally when

interested in those individuals, we

deliver that reporting to their own

partners found things, they shared.

are interested in people whose

citizens because of Swiss laws on

Traditionally in journalism people

money is or might be derived from

banking secrecy.

can be tight-lipped when it comes

a crime or may be stolen public
money.

to sharing sources and
How did SZ and OCCRP bring

information, because they want

together such a large team

their own scoops. In these kinds of

It's encouraging to know that it

together to tackle an enormous

projects, the basic condition is the

was a sufficient moment to test

dataset?

opposite of that. It is to be

[Article 47], and it’s a shame that

collaborative, to share information,

the Swiss parliament has decided

Once we had the data uploaded

communicate regularly so

not to pursue it. But there are lots

and cleaned, and it was in a data

everyone benefits. The impact is

of factions in the Swiss parliament

platform where we could query

far greater that way. For instance,

who are now lobbying for this.

and search it, we opened it up to

a partner organisation might do an

These things take time, and it

partner organisations.

interview with an expert, and share

could be the start of the ball rolling
towards change.

that among partners for everyone’s
We’ve worked on many

benefit, and vice versa.

comparable investigations in the
It must have been very frustrating

past, like the Panama Papers. You

What was going on at Credit

for your colleagues working in

usually have at least one partner in

Suisse? What was the culture at

the Swiss press, who were unable

each country where there is

the bank in terms of how they

to join the investigation?

relevant data. We opened it up to

approached their relationships?

trusted long-term collaborative
Sueddeutsche Zeitung and OCCRP

media partners to review the data,

It is very hard to tell from outside a

were the two main parties

and those who took an interest

Swiss bank what is the culture of

coordinating the investigation,

became partners in the project.

the bank and what is its approach

alongside dozens of media

to questions of compliance and

partners in different countries. We

We have our Aleph online data

due diligence. We spoke to many

wanted to include a Swiss partner

platform – essentially a huge

sources who said that compliance

– obviously, it’s a Swiss data leak

database of databases. That’s the

was overruled by business where

and a Swiss investigation. But

central place where we store our

risks were identified and that

those we spoke to said no – they

data, and where we put this data

compliance was a checkbox

said “we are based in Switzerland,

so it could be queried and

exercise at times. But we also
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spoke to sources who said the

Venezuela, they might have $9

on new systems… we take our

opposite, or certainly were not

million, and Venezuela may be a

responsibilities to governance and

willing to go that far. They said that

very corrupt country. But they are

compliance very seriously.” Every

actually, compliance was pretty

telling us they made it in business,

time there is a scandal, it is always

strong, and Credit Suisse would

and I don’t see any criminal

the same announcement. And yet

turn away problematic business

conviction for money laundering,

these things happen again and

relationships because of issues

so let’s go for it.” Unfortunately, we

again – and you have to ask to

identified.

can only speculate about the

what extent we can take these

bank’s due diligence process as

statements seriously. When you

So you hear it both ways. But we

we do not have access to those

line them up, it’s pretty damning.

heard strong voices saying yes,

files, only to customers’ account

As one of our sources said, the

problematic clients made their way

data.

bank likes to say it’s just rogue

into the bank and one of the

bankers – but how many rogue

reasons for that was too weak

That many of those Venezuelan

bankers do you need to have

compliance at different times.

clients were subsequently

before you start having a rogue

convicted of money laundering is

bank?

We learned that there is nothing

very interesting from a journalistic

illegal or contrary to Swiss banking

point of view. You can say, well,

One of the problems we had with

regulation in accepting as a client

what questions were they really

this data is that it isn’t current data

someone who is alleged to be

asking at the moment when the

as of 2022. So in a sense they can

involved in human rights abuses or

relationship began?

use that defence with this data.

something like that. That might

But there is a pattern of corporate

sound strange to us as journalists,

The bank must have had some

misbehaviour, and the bank feels

and reputationally there is certainly

degree of risk appetite where it

able to roll with punches and pay

a risk. But unless you can show

favoured business in countries

its way out – whether that is a

that this specific money entering

with high levels of corruption.

DPA, a regulatory fine, this is seen

the bank is laundered funds, or

as a cost of doing business.

from a crime, the Swiss bank can

Another thing we looked at was

accept it if it chooses to.

how Credit Suisse had been linked

To what extent is this particular

to numerous scandals in recent

to Switzerland, as much as it

The Swiss banks can accept to

years – bribery cases, sanctions

being a Credit Suisse problem?

choose questionable business, it’s

evasion, corruption, money

all about what they call “risk

laundering, you name it. Some of

It is hard to know about other

appetite”. Every bank sets its own

the biggest ever corporate fines

Swiss banks. We happened to

risk appetite. Some of the banks

and deferred prosecution

have this data, we don’t have a

have very low risk appetite, others

agreements (DPA) have been

comparable dataset from another

very high.

levied against the bank. Every time

Swiss bank. It would be very

it’s embroiled in one of these

interesting to look at what UBS

We saw dozens and dozens of

scandals, it issues public

have been doing, and smaller

problematic clients, as I mentioned

statements saying “this happened

Swiss banks.

before. When the bank engaged in

years ago, in recent years we have

that business, they may have said

beefed up our compliance team,

But it’s a global problem.

“Ok, this person might have

employed this many compliance

Switzerland is highly secretive, but

connections to government in

experts, spent this much money

so are lots of different jurisdictions
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that have highly developed

transparent. I spoke to sources

One thing OCCRP did was to

banking sectors. If you look at

who worked previously at Credit

approach Credit Suisse as a

Danske Bank’s operations in

Suisse or other Swiss banks –

potential customer, to see what

Estonia, for instance, the billions of

they said that 25 years ago there

the process was for opening an

dollars that was laundered through

was a culture of walking into a

account. We were sent marketing

there from Russia, a lot of it

bank with a suitcase of money and

brochures which included various

eventually going to the UK as well.

opening an account with that

different financial products, and

It happens anywhere in the world

money on the spot. That is gone.

one of the things central to that

where wrongdoers seek to exploit

was a trust. Essentially, you would

gaps in the regulatory frameworks

Another thing that has changed is

have a bank account owned by a

and where they want to put their

numbered accounts – those which

company. That company would be

money because it is a nice and

are not attributable to a customer

administered by representatives of

secure European jurisdiction, for

in name. Now, the bank keeps a

Credit Suisse. That company

example.

record of who benefits from the

would ultimately be owned by a

account. If the Swiss prosecutor

trust. The client would be the

What is unique to the Swiss

comes to Credit Suisse, the bank

ultimate beneficiary of the trust.

situation is the codified criminal

hands over the information about

law on bank secrecy. Liechtenstein

the account beneficiary. The bank

Trusts famously are not on public

has that, Lebanon has that, and

couldn’t have done that in the past

registers, and we can’t see who

maybe a few other countries. But

with numbered accounts.

stands behind them. We can’t

in most countries – say if I work

usually even see anything about

for a bank in the UK – if I leak

Also, automatic tax information

the trustee – because these are

confidential data, I’m going to get

sharing through CRS does make it

legal agreements. They are not like

fired and will probably be sued. But

much harder to use Switzerland to

companies which are at least

I won’t go to jail. That risk in

hide wealth for the purposes of

publicly registered.

Switzerland, which could even be

avoiding tax. But not every country

applied to journalists reporting on

is a signatory to that agreement.

We found that Credit Suisse was

it, means it is a lot harder for

You can go on the OECD website

marketing accounts ultimately

information about wrongdoing in

and see which countries are

structured under untransparent

Swiss banks to come to light.

signatories to CRS, and what year

trusts, where it would be

they joined. Many countries,

impossible for reporters, civil

Those defending the Swiss

especially developing countries,

society actors, anyone finding out

banking sector often point to how

are not on that list. That means

about these accounts, to know

the country has changed its

they are not obliged to enter into

who was behind them in the end.

approach in recent years. For

tax sharing agreements with

This is Credit Suisse’s current

instance, signing up to the

countries like Switzerland – but

model of operation, within the past

Common Reporting Standard, a

Swiss banks will still take on

year.

global financial information-

clients from those countries.

sharing agreement which was

I wouldn’t say trusts are something

created to fight tax evasion. What

So when we talk about hiding

banks have moved to as a solution

do you make of this?

funds for the purpose of avoiding

to the disappearance of numbered

tax, that loophole still applies to

accounts, but it is something they

countries that are not signatories.

are selling to clients.

I think it is fair to say that
Switzerland has become more
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What should financial institutions

down on corporate misbehaviour. I

Syria cannot enjoy their ill-gotten

and their employees take from

would further hope that

gains without the help of financial

this investigation?

corporations genuinely want to

institutions in places like Zurich,

eliminate such practices from their

London or New York. Financial

With every big cross-border

business proactively, but often the

institutions can do better.

investigation, whether it’s Panama

focus on profit and so-called

Papers or Suisse Secrets, I like to

“maximising shareholder value”

Roger Hamilton-Martin, Financial

think that the public discussion

means this is a reactive process.

Services Journalist at Financial

that comes from the reporting

Ultimately, money launderers in

Crime Digest roger.hamilton-

encourages governments to clamp

Venezuela or corrupt officials in

martin@aperio-intelligence.com
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